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Chapter 731: Level 10… Demonic Core! 

 

“How could this be?!” 

This Soul Formation Realm cultivator of Mystic Sound Faction could only feel a strong aura pressing onto 

her chest, and the jade pendant that she was wearing on her chest shattered as her body fell onto the 

spiritual field like a broken kite. 

She did not expect her opponents to be two Soul Formation Realm cultivators! 

When normal cultivators used the same techniques and complemented each other, the strength of the 

technique would increase by multiples. The power that the Lu sisters unleashed was insane! 

The four Nascent Soul Realm cultivators of Mystic Sound Faction were so lost that their minds were 

blank. They couldn’t process what happened as the Soul Formation Realm cultivator of Mystic Sound 

Faction was suppressed by two outside Soul Formation Realm cultivators! 

Hao Ren didn’t expect Lu Linlin and Lu Lili to transcend into the Soul Formation Realm suddenly. He had 

thought that they had only cultivated to Qian-level. 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili bit their lips as they looked back at Hao Ren. 

Ever since they were let go by the East Ocean Dragon Clan, they had been able to charge at the Soul 

Formation Realm several times during cultivation. However, since they wanted to stay by Hao Ren’s 

side, they suppressed their realms intentionally. 

Hao Ren now had the Immortal Physique. They had done what they could, and they only maintained a 

lower realm to maintain a lower profile. 

However, on Seventh Heaven where nature essence was intense, they advanced into the Soul Formation 

Realm to defend themselves and Hao Ren. 

However, once they reached the Soul Formation Realm, they couldn’t go back to Qian-level anymore. 

Whoosh… Four arrays of light suddenly appeared. In the blink of an eye, they were already close to the 

spiritual field. 

The Bull Head Mountain of Mystic Sound Faction had experienced a dramatic change which alarmed 

four more Soul Formation Realm cultivators from various factions. 

Boom! The four Soul Formation Realm cultivators attacked together. 

The supreme spiritual treasure appearing on Sixth Heaven and the Nine Dragon Palace appearing on 

Fifth Heaven were already enough to trigger the Soul Formation Realm cultivators who were resting on 

Seventh Heaven. 

When they saw two unknown cultivators attacking a Soul Formation Realm cultivator of Mystic Sound 

Faction, these four Soul Formation Realm cultivators did not hesitate to attack the Lu sisters! 



They had heard rumors that the Kunlun Godly Lamp at the Kunlun Mountain was stolen by a Heavenly 

Demon recently, and that Heavenly Demon had been to Fifth Heaven. 

When they connected that with the sudden appearance of the Nine Dragon Palace, it was only right for 

them to stay alert at all times. 

They had never seen these twin Soul Formation Realm cultivators, and these two had defeated the Soul 

Formation Realm cultivator of Mystic Sound Faction. This might be the signal of a drastic change on 

Seventh Heaven! 

There was no way that these Soul Formation Realm cultivators of Seventh Heaven would just sit back 

and do nothing while things changed! 

Suddenly, four treasures attacked Lu Linlin and Lu Lili from four directions. 

The Lu sisters raised their arms and bit their teeth, releasing black and white dharma notes from the Yin-

Yang Bracelets. 

Many godly melodies sounded from the bracelets, and the bracelets suddenly captured the four 

treasures. 

The Yin-Yang Bracelets were treasures of the Heavenly Realm, and they were equivalent to the golden 

shield that had passed a Heavenly Tribulation. The only thing was that they didn’t have their spiritual 

properties yet. 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili used their powers and could withstand the attacks of the four Soul Formation Realm 

cultivators. 

The four looked at each other awkwardly. They had rushed over, but their treasures were all taken by 

the enemies on their first attack. 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili’s faces were bright red, and they were breathing heavily. It was very tiring to directly 

take control of four Soul Formation Realm cultivators’ treasures. 

“Seniors!” 

Hao Ren shouted when he saw that they had stopped their attacks briefly. 

From the look of this, continuing fighting wouldn’t benefit either side. 

Little White ran with all four legs toward Hao Ren. Then, it shrunk into a little squirrel and climbed up 

onto his shoulder. 

Hao Ren saw that there was a burned mark on its belly and felt bad for it. However, he still suppressed 

his anger and said calmly, “I am a low-level cultivator from Fifth Heaven. We desperately need a few 

10,000-year-old Black Herbs for an emergency. That was why we came to Mystic Sound Faction. We only 

did this because we had no other choice. However, we didn’t want to take them without compensation. 

When Hao Ren finished his words, the four Soul Formation Realm cultivators stopped their attacks 

temporarily. Also, their treasures were kept by the Lu sisters’ bracelets right now. Even if they were to 

fight, they might not be able to win. 



When one reached the Soul Formation Realm, as long as they didn’t get severely wounded in battle, 

their lifespans would not be affected. That was why these Soul Formation Realm cultivators tried not to 

fight with cultivators of the same realm unless forced to. 

They were able to understand Hao Ren. If the latter had gone through normal channels, he would have 

had to go through much more. 

Trespassing Seventh Heaven was an offense in itself, so getting spiritual herbs from Mystic Sound 

Faction was impossible. 

“Hmph! You put it like it’s nothing! The 10,000-year-old Black Herbs are valuable treasures of Mystic 

Sound Faction, and you dug them all out at once. Now, you’re making excuses for it!” 

The Soul Formation Realm cultivator of Mystic Sound Faction flew up from the spiritual field, and she 

looked incredibly furious. 

Ever since she reached the Soul Formation Realm, she was respected in Mystic Sound Faction. Never 

had she been mistreated! To make things worse, there were disciples of Mystic Sound Faction watching! 

Hao Ren lightly shook his head. These factions on Seventh Heaven were so arrogant and overbearing 

just because they had these Soul Formation Realm cultivators. 

If the factions on Seventh Heaven were reasonable and easy to get along with, then he would not have 

to come and steal. Since he was weaker, he couldn’t even get the opportunity to negotiate! 

Hao Ren remembered that he was now the blood brother of Zhen Yuan Zi. Therefore, he was on the 

same level as these Soul Formation Realm cultivators, so he didn’t want to make a scene. 

If these Soul Formation Realm cultivators had half of Zhen Yuan Zi’s temperament, then these Seventh 

Heaven factions would also pay attention to cultivators below them. Then, Hao Ren would not have to 

steal, and it would not have led to them fighting. 

Seventh Heaven was a closed-off cultivation world, much similar to the ancient royal palaces. 

Of course, in the Soul Formation Realm cultivators’ eyes, there wasn’t anything that Hao Ren owned 

equivalent in value to the six 10,000-year-old Black Herbs… unless they were the two bracelets. 

“I’ll exchange this for the 10,000-year-old Black Herbs. This should be enough, right?” Hao Ren asked as 

he pulled the level 10 demonic core from his necklace. 

This level 10 demonic core had a soft dim red glow to it. It was like a perfect crystal, but better as it 

released close to an infinite amount of nature essence. 

The few Soul Formation Realm cultivators all focused their eyes on the level 10 demonic core. 

Level 10 demonic core! 

They wouldn’t be able to find another one even if they searched all Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Heaven! 

Seventh Heaven had an abundance nature essence, and demon beasts were living there. However, the 

best demonic core came from a level 7 demon beast. 



That level 7 demonic core had triggered a huge fight between the factions on Seventh Heaven. In the 

end, the few Soul Formation Realm cultivators held an auction for it. It was sold to Sky Inspection 

Faction which had bought it with an insane amount of spirit stones and cultivation materials. The seller, 

Cultivation Destiny Faction, had gained a lot from it and became the second largest faction on Seventh 

Heaven. 

When Hao Ren took out the level 10 demonic core, the Soul Formation Realm cultivator of Mystic Sound 

Faction regretted her actions. 

She had attacked them out of anger and did not leave any room for the opponents to explain 

themselves. Not only did she lose the battle, but she had also attracted four Soul Formation Realm 

cultivators from other factions. 

If she didn’t brashly attack but instead negotiated, she could have exchanged a few 10,000-year-old 

Black Herbs for a level 10 demonic core. She could have taken it back secretly and cultivated with it. 

Mystic Sound Faction was the weakest of the seven factions on Seventh Heaven. Only because of the 

existence of Soul Formation Realm cultivators did Mystic Sound Faction escape the destiny of 

downgrading to Sixth Heaven. However, if she had the level 10 demonic core, the situation would be 

very different! 

This female Soul Formation Realm cultivator wanted to slap herself in the face! 

As expected, all other four Soul Formation Realm cultivators wanted it. 

They came over because there was commotion at Mystic Sound Sect. If they didn’t come, then Mystic 

Sound Faction would get a rare level 10 demonic core! 

Whoever saw the treasure could claim a share. Since they helped Mystic Sound Faction, they would get 

a piece of the level 10 demonic core. 

The female Soul Formation Realm cultivator of Mystic Sound Faction was mad and full of regret. She 

could only scold herself, but her eyes were already red. 

“You’re just lying. You were going to take the 10,000-year-old Black Herbs and escape!” 

She was full of anger, and she could only use words to save her reputation. 

However, the other four Soul Formation Realm cultivators did not care about who was wrong or right. 

What they really cared about now was the level 10 demonic core that Hao Ren was holding. 

Hao Ren sighed because he felt like these people were impossible to communicate with. He had only 

decided to steal the herbs because he wanted to skip the troubling parts. He acted like Zhen Congming, 

but their thought processes were very different. 

He did prepare to steal the Black Herbs but had decided to leave the level 10 demonic core. He thought 

that he wasn’t enemies with Mystic Sound Faction, and he didn’t just want to take things from them 

without paying them back. He even had thought of how Mystic Sound Faction wouldn’t tell other people 

about the level 10 demonic core so that they couldn’t do any further investigations. 



This level 10 demonic core was indeed something precious. When Hao Ren took demonic cores from the 

Demon Sea, he just took a few level 10 demonic cores and didn’t take any level 7 or 8 demonic cores 

because he didn’t have such a long-term perspective at the time. 

Since there weren’t any low-level demonic cores, he had to offer a level 10 one. 

Just like how the dragon cultivators didn’t care about top-tier spirit stones but the cultivation sects did, 

the demonic cores weren’t something precious in the Demon Sea since supreme spiritual treasures were 

more important to demon kings, but level 10 demonic cores were more valuable than a Supreme 

spiritual treasures in the human cultivators’ eyes. 

This Soul Formation Realm cultivator of Mystic Sound Faction had lost a supreme spiritual treasure. 

However, when she saw the level 10 demonic core, she immediately thought about how it was ok to 

have lost the treasure. 

The dragon cultivators, human cultivators, and demon cultivators all lived amongst themselves and did 

not communicate with other groups, so they valued different things. 

Dragon cultivators and human cultivators couldn’t get into the Demon Sea and couldn’t kill level 10 

demon beasts. Also, human cultivators wouldn’t go deep into the territories of the dragon cultivators to 

dig out spirit stones, and demon cultivators couldn’t make dharma treasures, nor could they get out of 

the Demon Sea. 

To some degree, Lady Zhen was very incredible. She could create her own dharma treasures and knew a 

lot about array formations since she learned from her father, Qiu Niu. 

“Using a level 10 demonic core in exchange for Black Herbs means that you don’t just have one of 

them,” a Soul Formation Realm cultivator in red suddenly said to Hao Ren as he stared at him. 

Chapter 732: Eighth Heaven? Heavenly Dragon? 

 

The other three Soul Formation Realm cultivators heard the words of this Soul Formation Realm 

cultivator and realized something, and their eyebrows started to relax. They now were all interested in 

the demonic cores of their own. 

Indeed, trading a level 10 demonic core for a few 10,000-year-old Black Herbs was not a good deal. 

Although 10,000-year-old Black Herbs were something precious, the level 10 demonic core was ten 

times that value. 

If someone only had one level 10 demonic core, he wouldn’t be willing to trade it. 

The level 10 demonic core had a much higher value than the 10,000-year-old Black Herb. If one had 

something that was above the value of the 10,000-year-old Black Herbs but below the level 10 demonic 

core, then he would for sure use that to trade for the 10,000-year-old Black Herb instead of a level 10 

demonic core. 

When Hao Ren saw the relieved yet greedy expressions on their faces, his expression immediately 

changed. 



These Soul Formation Realm cultivators weren’t just old monsters that had cultivated for a long time 

and had done quite well; they were also people who could easily read someone’s background and 

decipher their intentions. They were able to easily evaluate the situation and recognize that Hao Ren 

didn’t just have one level 10 demonic core. 

However, how could they be so greedy when they have already cultivated to their current level? 

These Soul Formation Realm cultivators looked at the two pretty female cultivators by Hao Ren’s side, 

and they noticed that the Lu sisters’ faces were bright red. They figured that these two girls couldn’t 

withstand their full power attacks anymore, and they were very relieved and happy. 

“Hand over the rest of the demonic cores.” 

Another tall but skinny Soul Formation Realm cultivator said to Hao Ren in a calm tone. 

A level 10 demonic core was invaluable because it was worth even more than a Sixth Heaven sect. If it 

weren’t for the words of that Soul Formation Realm cultivator, he wouldn’t have even imagined that 

Hao Ren had more. 

Lingwu Master was sitting at the bottom of the mountain. He saw that five Soul Formation Realm 

cultivators surrounded Hao Ren, so he knew Hao Ren was doomed this time. 

He had been very careful his whole life but made two mistakes. The first one was attacking Ethereal 

Summit, and the second one was coming to Mystic Sound Faction on Seventh Heaven to steal spiritual 

herbs. 

Hao Ren looked at Lu Linlin and Lu Lili and saw that they were breathing heavily. He knew that they just 

reached the Soul Formation Realm, so they wouldn’t be able to fight for a long period. If they really were 

to engage in battle, the Lu sisters would be in a disadvantage. 

The human cultivators operated under the laws of the jungle. The big fishes ate the small fishes, and the 

small fishes ate the small shrimps. There was no place for reasoning when one was significantly weaker. 

The powerful preyed on the weak; that was life. 

Hao Ren was worried about Lu Linlin and Lu Lili, so he didn’t want them to engage in a tough battle. That 

was why he reached into his necklace and took out the Penglai Immortal Token! 

He didn’t want to reveal his relationship with Zhen Yuan Zi, so he didn’t want to use Zhen Yuan Zi’s 

name. However, it was a critical moment, so he was left with no choice if he wanted to retreat in one 

piece. 

Penglai Immortal Token looked like an ordinary token, but it indeed represented Zhen Yuan Zi! 

Hao Ren held it up with one hand and waved it in the air. 

The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators all looked over to the token which Hao Ren was holding. 

However, Hao Ren couldn’t see any surprises on their faces. They only looked alerted as they wondered 

what kind of a treasure that Hao Ren was using. 



“Damn… Even Zhen Yuan Zi, the leader of the Earthly Immortals, can’t help” Hao Ren couldn’t help but 

cuss in his mind. 

In fact, only those Soul Formation Realm cultivators who were stationed in Kunlun Mountain knew 

about the Penglai Immortal Token. Hao Ren couldn’t really blame these Soul Formation Realm 

cultivators because not many Seventh Heaven cultivators knew about it. 

Penglai Immortal Token was originally the token that was used by King Father of the East, and it was 

used to summon the Earthly Immortal to his Penglai Island. For instance, if there were a problem 

somewhere, then King Father of the East who oversaw the Earthly Immortals would send a disciple with 

this token to get that Earthly Immortal to come to Penglai Island. 

However, the Heavenly Realm stopped accepting Earthly Immortals who were able to ascend. Also, 

Queen Mother of the West who resided in Kunlun Mountain and King Father of the East who stayed at 

Penglai Island had both returned to the Heavenly Realm, and Zhen Yuan Zi who oversaw their works 

wanted to have a more relaxed lifestyle, so he lived quietly on Penglai Island, which formerly belonged 

to King Father of the East. 

Zhen Yuan Zi had a chill personality and didn’t like to be pretentious. After the great war between the 

human cultivators and the dragon cultivators, the land was controlled by the dragon cultivators. 

Zhen Yuan Zi wanted to live in peace so he moved Penglai Island to the Demon Sea so that the Soul 

Formation Realm cultivators wouldn’t come and see him. 

That was why those who reached the Soul Formation Realm later had never seen Zhen Yuan Zi. Of 

course, they wouldn’t know what the outdated Penglai Immortal Token was. 

When the five saw that the token did not let out any strong power, they felt like Hao Ren had tricked 

them. Suddenly, four of them unleashed their Soul Formation Realm powers and took back their 

supreme spiritual treasures from Lu Linlin and Lu Lili’s Yin-Yang Bracelets. 

Hao Ren saw that the situation wasn’t in their favor, and even Zhen Yuan Zi’s token didn’t work. Since 

these Soul Formation Realm cultivators were really ‘going against their leaders’, Hao Ren held onto Lu 

Linlin and Lu Lili and released over 5000 sword energies under his feet, trying to escape toward Sixth 

Heaven as fast as possible. 

The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators were prepared to have a fight with Hao Ren and the Lu sisters 

and didn’t expect them to escape instead. That was why when Hao Ren and the Lu sisters escaped, 

these cultivators were too shocked to stop them. 

The Soul Formation Realm cultivators had different ways of thinking than the Nascent Soul Realm 

cultivators. These Soul Formation Realm cultivators who had already reached the peak didn’t care about 

anything other than their lifespan, so they would rather wait for their opponents to attack first than 

attacking rashly. 

Because of that, they gave Hao Ren the chance to escape to Sixth Heaven. 

When Hao Ren passed by a mountain, he saw Lingwu Master curling up at the bottom of that mountain. 

Therefore, he used some sword energies and picked up Lingwu Master and the wounded Jitian. 



Since they came together, Hao Ren couldn’t escape by himself and leave these two behind. 

“Humph!” 

The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators were slow to react, but five arrays of lights chased after Hao 

Ren instantly. 

Within this cultivation world, how could Hao Ren escape from them? 

Hao Ren’s plan was to leave Lingwu Master at Sixth Heaven and then use Little White’s fast speed to get 

to the Demon Sea. These Soul Formation Realm cultivators would for sure be chasing, and Hao Ren 

could get Lady Zhen to help. If Zhen Yuan Zi could come out and teach these Soul Formation Realm 

cultivators a lesson, Hao Ren would have to owe him a favor, but their lives would be saved. 

Bam! 

Hao Ren flew toward Sixth Heaven but had unexpectedly bumped into a firm array formation. 

The array formation between Sixth Heaven and Seventh Heaven wasn’t like what he had expected! The 

cultivators from Sixth Heaven could easily go to Fifth Heaven. However, the cultivators from Seventh 

Heaven couldn’t easily pass through the array formation between Sixth Heaven and Seventh Heaven! 

This was because of the relationships between the factions on Seventh Heaven. They were worried that 

other factions would send cultivators down to Sixth Heaven to change the situations, so a Seventh 

Heaven cultivator would need to use a unique path to get to Seventh Heaven! 

When the array formation touched Hao Ren’s body, a bright light lit up. 

“Dragon cultivator!” 

The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators exclaimed. 

The dragon cultivators could transform into dragons and fly up to Seventh Heaven, and metal-elemental 

dragons could be able to fly up to Eighth Heaven. However, the human cultivation sets that control Fifth 

Heaven and above didn’t want the dragon cultivators to trespass into their territories, so they created 

the array formations that targeted dragon cultivators specifically. 

Hao Ren used five-elemental sword energies so that the Soul Formation Realm cultivators didn’t see 

through his dragon core. 

If Hao Ren were a human cultivator, him stealing from Mystic Sound Faction would only be a conflict 

amongst sects. Since Hao Ren was a dragon cultivator, that was a completely different story! 

Bam! Bam! All at once, the five Soul Formation Realm cultivators released strong auras and their 

treasures. 

If Hao Ren were a human cultivator, they would still have to pay attention to the force that he belonged 

to. When these Soul Formation Realm cultivators saw that Hao Ren had demonic cores, they had 

thought much further than Lingwu Master; they guessed that he was a disciple of a remote independent 

cultivator. They felt that having him hand over a few demonic cores was justifiable because he 

trespassed onto Seventh Heaven. 



The cultivation sets did not have many ties with the remote independent cultivators. However, they still 

had the same ancestors, and these Soul Formation Realm cultivators would not kill him after they got 

the demonic cores. At most, they would just be teaching him a lesson. 

However, since Hao Ren was a dragon cultivator, they did not have to refrain from using their full 

powers! 

Buzz! 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili tossed out their black and white bracelets to block the pressures from the Soul 

Formation Realm cultivators, and this enabled Hao Ren to be able to relax a bit as his body had felt so 

heavy that he couldn’t even move. 

He kicked onto the rocks on the mountain and grabbed Lingwu Master with his right hand while flying 

up. 

Bam! The treasures of the Soul Formation Realm cultivators had destroyed half the mountain, and they 

also created a big hole in the array formation between Sixth Heaven and Seventh Heaven. 

There was no way for Hao Ren to turn back now, so he could only fly up into the mist like an arrow. 

“You can’t escape!” The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators went chasing after them with their 

treasures. 

Hao Ren clenched his teeth tightly as he took out the last realm-breaking note from his pocket. 

Who could have known that coming to steal a few Black Herbs would cause him to be chased by five 

Soul Formation Realm cultivators! Since the enemies already blocked the way toward Sixth Heaven, they 

could only break through the array formation of Eighth Heaven and escape there. 

Hao Ren grabbed Lingwu Master by his collar and flew up. When Lingwu Master saw that Hao Ren 

wanted to break open the array formation of Eighth Heaven, he was so shocked that his eyes opened 

wide. 

Other than a few Soul Formation Realm cultivators, no one else dared to go onto Eighth Heaven! 

There was only one organization on Eighth Heaven, Godly Cloud Dao! The Godly Cloud Dao of Eighth 

Heaven didn’t have any relationship with Fifth Heaven, Sixth Heaven, or Seventh Heaven, so it was the 

most mysterious place! 

For those cultivators below Eighth Heaven, only one rule applied: Whoever dared to enter would be 

killed! 

Since ‘colluding’ with a dragon cultivator and being chased by Soul Formation Realm cultivators both led 

to death, Lingwu Master felt like being able to go onto Eighth Heaven before death would leave him no 

regrets. 

“Jitian might be able to avoid death if we enter Eighth Heave, but the destiny of Sky Mountain Sect will 

be unknown! Sighs. Duan Yao had left Sky Mountain Sect, so she had left the troubles. She is in Ethereal 

Summit; they should probably be able to escape…” 



When one was near death, their words and thoughts came from the deepest part of their hearts. As a 

result, Lingwu Master had many thoughts. He had infuriated the Soul Formation Realm cultivators, so 

Sky Mountain Sect would probably be in big trouble again! 

Tink! Just when Hao Ren was about to shoot out the realm-breaking note and charge onto Eighth 

Heaven, a dazzling white light shot out from afar. 

It was the powerful strength of a heavenly dragon! 

Hao Ren turned his head and saw a female cultivator in white appearing amongst the mist of Eighth 

Heaven. 

Bam! Bam… That light shot down all five Soul Formation Realm cultivators who were chasing Hao Ren. 

Chapter 733: Didn’t Like It~ 

 

“Su… Han?” Hao Ren almost shouted out when he first saw this woman. 

However, that strong white light pushed away the mist, and Hao Ren was able to see that the woman 

wasn’t Su Han. 

However, she looked very similar to Su Han! 

Heavenly Dragon… the inspector’s token on Hao Ren started to vibrate violently. This was a super 

reaction to a heavenly dragon! 

The power of this cultivator was so great that the Dragon God Shrine’s tokens couldn’t measure it! 

After being attacked, the five Soul Formation Realm cultivators stopped for a bit before striking the 

female cultivator. 

They didn’t expect to see a powerful dragon cultivator on Seventh Heaven! 

The Soul Formation Realm cultivators and the Heavenly Dragon cultivators were of the same level, but 

Heavenly Dragon cultivators had the bloodline of the ancient godly dragon, which made them a bit 

stronger. However, these five Soul Formation Realm cultivators still believed that this woman couldn’t 

defeat the five of them. 

Lingwu Master who was still in Hao Ren’s hand was shocked. 

“What in the world is happening? First, the two peak Nascent Soul Realm maids of Herb King Master 

suddenly revealed the power of the Soul Formation Realm! Then, five Soul Formation Realm cultivators 

attacked us. Afterward, it turned out that Herb King Master is a dragon cultivator who dares to fly into 

Eighth Heaven. Lastly, a Heavenly Dragon cultivator appeared!” 

In Lingwu Master’s 1000 years of cultivation, he had never seen five Soul Formation Realm cultivators at 

once nor had he seen the most powerful dragons – the Heavenly Dragon cultivator! 

Hao Ren was shocked as well. He didn’t expect that he would get help from a Heavenly Dragon 

cultivator at such a critical moment. She even looked to be a metal-elemental dragon cultivator! 



What was even harder to understand was that this female Heavenly Dragon cultivator seemed to be 

related to Su Han since they looked alike. 

Tink! Tink! Tink… The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators all used their treasures. 

The Lu sisters had destroyed the jade flute which belonged to that Mystic Sound Faction cultivator, so 

the treasure that the latter used now was much less powerful compared to the supreme spiritual 

treasures of the other four Soul Formation Realm cultivators. However, her treasure was still quite 

powerful! 

That Heavenly Dragon cultivator in white did not use any treasures. All she did was send out white lights 

which were made from pure metal elements. 

Her lips were shut tight as she did not utter a single word. Her sleeves fluttered in the wind, and she was 

still very beautiful even though she was in a fight. 

“Is she… Su Han’s mom?” Hao Ren couldn’t help but think while holding on to Lingwu Master. 

The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators attacked the Heavenly Dragon cultivator together, but they 

still weren’t able to defeat this Heavenly Dragon cultivator. Now that they were engaged in battle, Hao 

Ren was no longer under pressure. He had suddenly changed from a participant to a bystander… 

Hao Ren was wondering about who this woman was for a few seconds. Then, he suddenly remembered 

that she was fighting against five Soul Formation Realm cultivators, and he changed his attitude from 

curiosity to respect. 

Bam! 

The metal-elemental dragon cultivator in white sent out a strong surge of airflow, and the five Soul 

Formation Realm cultivators who attacked her were knocked away. 

She moved her hands softly and in the circular movements of Tai Chi. Then, a white light suddenly 

appeared from the sky. 

The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators took back their treasures that had been knocked back. Then, 

they each took a deep breath and used their core nature essence so that they could fight against this 

Heavenly Dragon cultivator. 

Despite how much the Soul Formation Realm cultivators cared about their bodies, they couldn’t escape 

from this fight because this Heavenly Dragon cultivator was on Seventh Heaven, and it was their 

obligation to protect this heaven! 

The Soul Formation Realm cultivators were only called Earthly Immortal, but the Heavenly Dragon 

cultivator had the word ‘heaven’ in it. The difference in their titles already indicated the difference in 

their strength. 

Even though both human and dragon cultivators had to pass the Heavenly Tribulation, the Heavenly 

Dragon cultivators were accounted as those who had ascended. If they weren’t killed, they could live as 

long as the world. 



Most of the Soul Formation Realm cultivators could also live as long as the world, but their lifespan 

would be reduced dramatically if they were injured. 

Although the powers of the Earthly Immortals and Heavenly Immortals were similar, only the Heavenly 

Immortals could live forever! 

This Heavenly Dragon cultivator was able to fight against five, indicating how strong she was. If they 

really were to use their full powers, both sides would receive severe injuries, but it would probably be 

the Soul Formation Realm cultivators who would lose more. 

Seeing the Soul Formation Realm cultivators getting ready to unleash their full strength, coldness 

appeared in the eyes of the female cultivator in white. She wasn’t afraid at all! 

She was indeed a Heavenly Dragon cultivator! 

It was the first time that Hao Ren felt the aura of a Heavenly Dragon cultivator! 

Bam! 

A bolt of booming lightning suddenly appeared in the middle of the Heavenly Dragon cultivator and the 

Soul Formation Realm cultivators, and they all took five steps back. 

“Chengxin! Chengyi! How much longer are you two going to fool around!” 

Suddenly, a loud and strict voice sounded in the sky. 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili who were floating by Hao Ren’s side suddenly shivered, and their pink faces turned 

very pale after hearing this voice. 

The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators felt that this voice came from above Eighth Heaven, probably 

from Ninth Heaven. They also shivered and didn’t dare to move. 

The Heavenly Dragon cultivator in white looked at Hao Ren calmly. As a bright light flashed, she 

disappeared. 

Although she only appeared for tens of seconds, Hao Ren remembered it very vividly. 

“Hao Ren. You’re already Zhen Yuan Immortal’s brothers, which makes you a True Immortal. You have 

the responsibility of maintaining the Heavenly Dao. How can you still be so rash in your actions!” The 

scolding came from the sky. 

Hao Ren didn’t know where the voice came from, but he felt uneasy. 

When the five Soul Formation Realm cultivators heard the phrases such as ‘Zhen Yuan Immortal’s 

brother’, ‘True Immortal’, and ‘Heavenly Dao’, they were so frightened that they turned pale. 

“You two girls probably know when you should come back!” The voice continued. 

After that, the sky returned to its usual calmness. 

Lu Linlin and Lu Lili looked at each other as they were biting their lips. Unease and helplessness 

appeared in their eyes. 



They knew that if they showed their powers on Seventh Heaven and reached the Soul Formation Realm, 

the Heavenly Realm would detect it. As long as a cultivator broke through to the Soul Formation Realm, 

which was the realm of Earthly Immortal, the Heavenly Realms would notice. 

Moreover, they used the Yin-Yang Bracelets to their full extent on Seventh Heaven. 

Hao Ren slowly descended onto the spiritual field, and the five Soul Formation Realm cultivators 

followed closely. 

On the hill, the Mystic Sound Faction cultivators’ faces turned grey when they saw Hao Ren and the two 

female cultivators drifting toward the spiritual field. Then, they saw the five Soul Formation Realm 

cultivators following behind them, and they thought that the five Soul Formation Realm cultivators 

captured these thieves. 

To them, seeing the Soul Formation Realm cultivators of their own faction was already an honor, let 

alone the other four Soul Formation Realm cultivators. Each one of these Soul Formation Realm 

cultivators had destructive powers and were Earthly Immortals, and every cultivator would treat them 

like gods. 

“Master!” 

Just when the Mystic Sound Faction cultivators were taking out cages and handcuffs to lock Hao Ren, 

the Lu sisters, and Lingwu Master, the five Soul Formation Realm cultivators increased their speed and 

came bowing in front of them! 

The Mystic Sound Faction cultivators froze from shock, and they kept rubbing their eyes because they 

thought that they were imagining things. 

“We didn’t know Master had come down! We apologize for disrespecting you and should be punished!” 

The Soul Formation Realm cultivator of Mystic Sound Faction had bowed in the spiritual field. 

Amongst the five Soul Formation Realm cultivators, she was most afraid. She begged for mercy as she 

shivered. In her mind, there probably was no future for the Mystic Sound Faction if Hao Ren got angry. 

“This young dragon cultivator is actually the leader of Earthly Immortals’ blood brother,” she thought. 

If she knew about this, she would gladly let him take a few 10,000-year-old Black Herbs. Moreover, she 

would be honored if she had to give all their faction’s treasure to him! 

The leader of Earthly Immortal was on par with Queen Mother of the West and King Father of the East! 

All these Soul Formation Realm cultivators were well-respected on Seventh Heaven, and they did not 

expect someone to be of higher status than them there! 

“No wonder that Heavenly Dragon cultivator even protected him… Although we cultivated for over 

1,000 years, we still didn’t think that far ahead!” they thought. 

The other four Soul Formation Realm cultivators all bowed down on the hill. 

Since Zhen Yuan Zi was several levels above them and was their ancestral master, Hao Ren was on that 

level as well! 



However, they attacked him without asking questions, which was a huge offense! 

Hao Ren was Zhen Yuan Zi’s brother, so his status was much higher than theirs’! 

When they realized this, these Soul Formation Realm cultivators all shivered with fear. 

Although Hao Ren didn’t have great power in their eyes, he could still tell Zhen Yuan Zi about what 

happened today… Then, all five Soul Formation Realm cultivators and their factions would be in grave 

danger. 

They had attacked the blood brother of the leader of Earthly Immortals. What made things worse was 

that they tried to steal from him… Also, when Hao Ren took out that token, they didn’t understand what 

he meant. Now, the five Soul Formation Realm cultivators were simply full of regret. 

“God! Why did Zhen Yuan Immortal become brothers with someone that would steal from a faction?” 

The Soul Formation Realm cultivators did not understand how that could have happened. 

That Soul Formation Realm cultivator of Mystic Sound Faction saw that the cultivators of her faction 

weren’t bowing on the hills, so she shouted in anger, “How dare you still not apologize to Master!” 

The Mystic Sound Faction cultivators were alarmed by this female cultivator’s voice. Instead of freezing 

from shock, they quickly kneeled on the ground and started bowing and shouted, “Master, please 

forgive us!” 

They did not understand the situation, but since the Soul Formation Realm cultivators were kneeling, 

they knew that they could not go against such a figure! 

They quickly threw away the cages and handcuffs that they wanted to use to capture Hao Ren and the 

Lu sisters. Then, they started kowtowing. 

Of course, Lingwu Master was the most shocked. He scratched his head as he realized that he had stolen 

herbs with Zhen Yuan Zi’s brother. 

He looked at how the four Nascent Soul Realm cultivators of Mystic Sound Faction were now calling Hao 

Ren ‘Master’, and he felt a sense of joyful fulfillment as he stood by Hao Ren. 

However, then he remembered how he attacked Ethereal Summit, and he immediately shivered with 

fear. 

Hao Ren looked around at the cultivators who were bowing to him; he didn’t like this feeling. Therefore, 

he waved his hand to tell Little White to fly toward Sixth Heaven. 

After some thought, he suddenly turned around and said to the five Soul Formation Realm cultivators, 

“You five, come with me.” 

Even though Zhen Yuan Zi never appeared, his title already contained such power. Hao Ren suddenly 

realized how strong this brother of his was. 

Chapter 734: Above Soul Formation Realm 

 



“What can we do for you, Master?” 

The Soul Formation Realm cultivators saw that Hao Ren looked displeased, so they rushed over to ask 

what was wrong. 

They were worried now. However, if Hao Ren just left without saying anything, they would be even 

more worried. 

They were already Earthly Immortals when they reached the Soul Formation Realm, and they were 

almost invincible in the cultivation world. However, they were dealing with people like Zhen Yuan Zi, so 

they were extra careful. Even though this immortal didn’t usually appear anymore, he was still the 

leader of all Earthly Immortals. 

“I have something that needs your help,” Hao Ren said. Then, he looked at Lingwu Master. 

Lingwu Master understood what Hao Ren meant, so he immediately sat on Jitian. 

Although Jitian’s stomach was wounded, it’s injury was not that severe since it was already a level 6 

spirit beast. 

The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators looked at each other. After all, Hao Ren asking them for help 

was a good thing. If they did it right, they could make up for what they did wrong. Hao Ren asking them 

for help was much better than telling them to Zhen Yuan Zi. 

Lingwu Master rode on Jitian and flew toward the tunnel between Sixth Heaven and Seventh Heaven. 

Hao Ren looked at Little White’s butt and saw that Little White’s wound was not that severe. He told 

Little White to turn back to its snow lion form and put Lu Linlin and Lu Lili on its back. He told Little 

White to follow Lingwu Master. Lu LInlin and Lu Lili were both in bad shape with their hands ice-cold. 

The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators didn’t dare to surpass Hao Ren, so they just obediently 

followed him. The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators didn’t even dare to show any signs of negative 

emotions. It looked like Hao Ren was leading five sheep. 

The tunnel between Seventh and Sixth Heaven was 1,000 kilometers away. Lingwu Master had been to 

the Seventh Heaven before, so he knew how long the tunnel was. 

With Jitian and Little White’s speed, it only took a short amount of time to arrive at the tunnel. 

There were Nascent Soul Realm cultivators of all the seven factions guarding the tunnel. Hao Ren and 

Lingwu Master didn’t seem like Seventh Heaven cultivators. When these cultivators didn’t see a token 

by the waists of Hao Ren and Lingwu Master, they ran out from a small house near the tunnel and 

quickly surrounded Hao Ren and the Master. 

There were only a few tunnels between the Sixth and Seventh Heaven. All the tunnels were guarded by 

Nascent Soul Realm cultivators from all seven factions. Each faction would send out guardians, and they 

would rotate to protect the tunnels. 

That was why it was impossible for Nascent Soul Realm cultivators of Sixth Heaven to cross these 

tunnels secretly. 



“Show your tokens now!” 

The seven Nascent Soul Realm cultivators all came up from their respective small houses which they 

were cultivating in. When each Nascent Soul Realm cultivator saw the other six Nascent Soul Realm 

cultivators run out of their houses, they knew that these four cultivators who were riding on the snow 

lions didn’t belong to any of the Seventh Heaven factions. 

That was why they simultaneously questioned Hao Ren and the others. Once again, seven treasures 

were pointing towards Hao Ren and Lingwu Master. 

If Hao Ren and Lingwu Master didn’t immediately show their tokens, they would be attacked and killed. 

Suddenly, the Nascent Soul Realm cultivators saw five cultivators behind the two snow lions. 

Just when they were about to attack these five cultivators with their treasures, they realized something 

was wrong – the five cultivators had supreme spiritual treasures in their hands. 

One of the cultivators landed onto the ground from the sky and kneeled before Hao Ren. 

“Master”! he said. 

The Nascent Soul Realm cultivators opened their eyes widely to see that there were ultimate tokens that 

shined a golden light by their waists. 

Pound, pound, pound… They quickly put away their treasures. The Nascent Soul Realm cultivators 

hurried to kneel as if they were falling rocks. 

Those tokens belonged to the Soul Formation Realm cultivators of Seventh Heaven. Because the 

cultivators on Seventh Heaven wouldn’t destroy the array formation, the Soul Formation Realm 

cultivators would need to go through the tunnel to go below Seventh Heaven. 

They did not dare to go against these Soul Formation Realm cultivators. These seven Nascent Soul Realm 

cultivators called the Soul Formation Realm cultivators ‘Master’ to show respect, regardless of which 

faction they belonged to. 

Amongst these Nascent Soul Realm cultivators, only one had seen the Soul Formation Realm cultivators 

in their faction. The others had only heard of these Earthly Immortals. However, because they saw the 

tokens by their waists, they knew they were the real deal! 

Their bodies shivered while they secretly complained, “Why would five masters appear together? Why 

would they suppress their aura? We had almost attacked our own masters…” 

In reality, these five Soul Formation Realm cultivators had only been following Hao Ren obediently. They 

suppressed their aura because they wanted to more low-key and not infuriate Hao Ren. 

Lingwu Master was flying in the front. When he saw these seven Nascent Soul Realm cultivators’ heads 

on the ground as they kneeled before them, he felt an incredible sense of joy. 

He also had a sense of guilt. He had cultivated for almost 1,000 years and had once reached peak 

Nascent Soul Realm. He shouldn’t have such a thought, but he still felt incredibly proud when the 

Nascent Soul Realm cultivators bowed before him. 



“Humph!” The Soul Formation Realm cultivator of the Mystic Sound Faction snorted, and the heads of 

the seven Nascent Soul Realm cultivators were hit hard. 

They looked back and saw the five Soul Formation Realm cultivators sending off the cultivators on the 

two snow lions across the tunnels. They looked at each other in shock; they felt like they all escaped 

from hell. 

The Soul Formation Realm cultivators had ultimate tokens. However, the Nascent Soul Realm cultivators 

guarding the tunnel at Seventh Heaven had never heard of Soul Formation Realm cultivators leaving the 

Seventh Heaven. Now that five Soul Formation Realm cultivators were there in action. 

“Is something grand happening?” they thought. 

The seven Nascent Soul Realm cultivators calmly returned to their small houses to alert their respective 

factions with superior voice transmission notes. 

The nature essence intensity was a lot weaker in Sixth Heaven compared to Seventh Heaven. 

Hao Ren saw Lingwu Master’s hesitation, so he said, “Senior Lingwu, I’ll send you back to Sky Mountain 

Sect first.” 

Although Lingwu Master had not fought in the front line with the Seventh Heaven cultivators this time 

on their trip to steal herbs, Lingwu Master was overall on Hao Ren’s side. 

Maybe it was because that Duan Yao ‘married into Ethereal Summit’ so that Ethereal Summit and Sky 

Mountain Sect were somewhat related, Lingwu Master a bit appalled and immediately waved his hand 

to reject the offer. 

Then, he thought more carefully and realized that these Soul Formation Realm cultivators wouldn’t 

harm Sky Mountain Sect because of the obvious relationship he had with Hao Ren. 

Suddenly, he seemed to understand everything. Hao Ren was doing this because that Duan Yao had 

‘married into’ Ethereal Summit. Moreover, she was much loved by this master. 

In ancient times, the mother would depend on her sons to maintain a good status. However, Sky 

Mountain Sect had relied on their daughter. Ever since Sky Mountain Sect sent Duan Yao to Ethereal 

Summit, all the other Sixth Heaven sects wanted to send their prettiest and most talented girls to 

Ethereal Summit as well, but none had found the opportunity to do so. 

Lingwu Master thought a bit harder, and he realized that with Jitian and Little White’s traveling speed, it 

wouldn’t take much longer to reach the territory of Sky Mountain Sect. 

The Nascent Soul Realm elders of the sect were quite worried. When they saw Jitian in the sky, they all 

rushed to the grand hall to greet them. 

The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators were floating outside Sky Mountain Sect and didn’t follow Hao 

Ren inside; they were afraid of displeasing Hao Ren, 

A light rose up to the sky from the Sect Master’ House. Duan Yao’s mother was on a flying sword and 

rushing over to Hao Ren and Lingwu Master.” 



When she saw Hao Ren, she hesitated for a bit before she approached him and handed him a little 

jacket. She carefully probed Hao Ren by asking “Master, can you give this to Yao?” 

Lingwu Master glared at her slightly, and Duan Yao’s mother flew back a few steps on her sword. 

Hao Ren had already taken it. He looked down at the soft piece of clothing that he was holding, and he 

saw that each stitch was carefully and delicately made. It was much better than the ones in the city, and 

he could tell that Duan Yao’s mother had made it especially for her. 

She probably though Duan Yao was at Ethereal Summit and knew that Duan Yao wouldn’t come back 

again. 

As a cultivator, it was a waste of time making clothes. However, it was the thought that counted… Hao 

Ren looked at Duan Yao’s mother and felt touched. 

He took the clothing without saying much. He gave it to Lu Lili, who was by his side. When he saw Duan 

Yao in the future, he would give it to her. However, it was still up to her whether she wanted to accept 

this gift. 

“Master… Master…” the Core Formation Realm cultivators who were guarding the gates came rushing in 

front of Lingwu Master. They yelled: “There are… there are five Cultivators of Soul Formation Realm 

outside!” 

When the Nascent Soul Realm elders of Sky Mountain Sect heard the words of the Core Formation 

Realm cultivators, their faces turned grim. 

“Soul Formation Realm cultivators had suddenly appeared at the door of Sky Mountain Sect? Is this…?” 

they thought. 

However, Lingwu Master looked very calm. 

When the Nascent Soul Realm elders saw how calm Lingwu Master was, they secretly admired his 

composure. “He is indeed the greatest elder in Sky Mountain Sect.” 

“Master… Master…” there was another Core Formation Realm cultivator that flew over from the front 

gates. He was riding on a slanted and whimsy flight sword and looked incredibly shocked. 

“Those five Soul Formation Realm cultivators wanted me to give this level 6 spiritual creature to master 

as compensation…” The Core Formation Realm cultivator opened his hand to show what was inside to 

Lingwu Master. 

The golden napkin that wrapped five elixir pills inside. Each one of the elixir pills had a nice sheen and 

round shape to it. 

The Nascent Soul Realm elders of Sky Mountain Sect looked at each other, wondering why Soul 

Formation Realm cultivators would give Sky Mountain Sect such a present. 

Lingwu Master took over the napkin and put it in his sleeve. 

He knew that the five Soul Formation Realm cultivators came to Sky Mountain Sect to compensate for 

what they have done and to see if they could get out of trouble. 



If Hao Ren were just an ordinary cultivator, he would never dare to accept the five elixir pills. However, 

Hao Ren was the brother of Zhen Yuan Immortal, so it was impossible that the Soul Formation Realm 

cultivators would take back their words or their gifts! 

When the Nascent Soul Realm elders saw Lingwu Master receiving the gift so easily, they gasped. 

“OK. That’s everything.” Hao Ren patted Little White’s head to indicate it to turn around and fly towards 

the fate of Sky Mountain Sect. 

Hao Ren didn’t really care if the Soul Formation Realm cultivators were nice to Sky Mountain Sect. Since 

Duan Yao helped him a few times at the Demon Sea, he didn’t want Sky Mountain Sect to be destroyed. 

“Farewell, Master!” Lingwu Master shouted out with respect. He was still on Jitian’s back, and he waved 

both hands. 

Hao Ren’s back faced Lingwu Master, and h put up his hand and waved. Hao Ren was on Little White as 

it flew towards the gate of Sky Mountain Sect. 

Although Hao Ren didn’t want to be closely related to Sky Mountain Sect, it seemed that the 

relationship between Ethereal Summit and Sky Mountain Sect was already close. 

Chapter 735: Initiate: Seven-Core Five-Color Lotus! 

 

Bang! The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators followed Hao Ren into Fifth Heaven. 

The few Nascent Soul Realm cultivators on Fifth Heaven suddenly felt the intense surges of nature 

essence Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! The few Nascent Soul Realm cultivators all rushed out from their 

sects and toward where these strong surges of nature essence appeared. 

The nature essence on Sixth Heaven was dense, so the appearance of Soul Formation Realm cultivators 

would not create waves and surges. However, the nature essence on Fifth Heaven was thin, so when 

these five Soul Formation Realm cultivators appeared at the same time, they created nature essence 

waves just like the moving supreme spiritual treasures. 

The Nascent Soul Realm cultivators quickly came over to see what was happening, and they were almost 

scared to death when they saw the five Soul Formation Realm cultivators from afar. They immediately 

fell to the ground and shivered. 

The cultivators of the three sects near Ethereal Summit also noticed the five Soul Formation Realm 

cultivators and were scared to death. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Five sharp arrows were shot from Ethereal Summit. 

On the tip of each arrow was an energy ball. They were white, blue, black, red, and yellow, representing 

the elements of metal, wood, water, fire, and earth respectively! 

The five arrows had gone in different routes, but all of them ended up right in front of each of the five 

Soul Formation Realm cultivators surprisingly. 

The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators all held up their hands to catch the arrows. 



Bang! The arrows exploded at the same time, letting out the dense five elemental nature essence. 

These Soul Formation Realm cultivators were a bit shocked. They didn’t expect the arrows to be so fast 

and so powerful. 

Of course, an attack of this extent couldn’t do them harm. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Just when they were still surprised, five more arrows were shot over. 

Ten connecting arrows! 

Life-Death Notes! 

The Soul Formation Realm cultivators were not afraid of the power of the arrows, but they turned pale 

when they saw the hidden dharma notes. 

Only when they saw Ethereal Summit did they find out that Zhen Yuan Immortal’s brother lived here. 

When they saw the Life-Death Notes shooting out from Ethereal Summit, they learned that someone in 

Ethereal Summit had close ties with Qingfeng Hermit. 

They paid no attention to what happened in other places while they cultivated on Seventh Heaven. 

However, they did learn that Qingfeng Hermit had taken in a disciple, but they did not expect that the 

disciple lived in Ethereal Summit! 

Now, they realized that Qingfeng Hermit had created ties with Zhen Yuan Immortal. 

“She moves fast! Although it seems like Qingfeng Hermit had retreated to Eighth Heaven and did not 

care about what happened below her, she is much faster than us!” These five Soul Formation Realm 

cultivators thought and felt more respect toward her. 

Xie Yujia was the person shooting arrows from Ethereal Summit. 

Since she had eaten Zhen Yuan Zi’s Immortal Fruit, she had successfully reached the Core Formation 

Realm from the Foundation Establishment Realm. She was impatiently waiting for Hao Ren’s return in 

the valley. 

When she saw Hao Ren flying toward Ethereal Summit on Little White’s back with five unknown 

cultivators following, she shot a few arrows to help Hao Ren out. 

However, these cultivators were able to singlehandedly destroy the arrows that she shot out with all her 

power. Just when she was anxious about what to do next, Hao Ren opened the array formation and led 

the five cultivators into the valley. 

The golden shield had returned to the dark-golden color after Xie Yujia wiped it with the Ruyi Cloth. 

When it discovered that five Soul Formation Realm cultivators appeared, it happily flew toward them 

from the rock. 

Buzz! Buzz! It let out golden lights so that it could attract the attention of these Soul Formation Realm 

cultivators. Then, it let out nature essence that surpassed the level of a normal supreme spiritual 

treasure. 



After being in the cultivation world for thousands of years, these Soul Formation Realm cultivators knew 

what the shield wanted. 

It wanted them to know that it was a better supreme spiritual treasure than whatever they owned! It 

wanted them to be its master! 

Anyone would be interested in owning such a treasure. 

Moreover, they could tell right away that this treasure was better than the supreme spiritual treasures 

they had! 

But who did this treasure belong to right now? It belonged to Zhen Yuan Zi’s brother! It was a treasure 

of Ethereal Summit! 

These Soul Formation Realm cultivators did not dare to take this treasure for themselves! 

The golden shield flew around the five Soul Formation Realm cultivators, letting out eye-piercing golden 

lights. However, it failed to interest the Soul Formation Realm cultivators. 

With its low level of intelligence, it felt frustrated. It was a great treasure, but these Soul Formation 

Realm cultivators did not even look at it. What they should have been doing was fighting for it! 

As long as they fought, the golden shield would be able to tell who was the strongest. Then, it would 

pick that person to be its owner! 

Buzz! Buzz!” 

Once again, it let out a golden light. 

Now, Hao Ren realized that this shield wanted these Soul Formation Realm cultivators to take it in. 

Bam! 

Hao Ren shot out a sword energy onto the shield’s surface. 

The golden shield spun as it wavered left and right, but the five Soul Formation Realm cultivators just 

stood there as if they were wooden dolls and didn’t give it any reactions. 

It was a great treasure. How dare they ignore it! 

The golden shield’s pride was deeply hurt, so it spun in the air and landed in a corner. 

“Where’s Zi?” Hao Ren asked Xie Yujia. 

“She’s cultivating in seclusion. She should probably come out soon,” Xie Yujia responded. 

She had eaten an Immortal Fruit, which enabled her to easily reach the Core Formation Realm from the 

Foundation Establishment Realm. For Zhao Yanzi, it was harder since she was at the Core Formation 

Realm already. 

Hao Ren wasn’t worried because he felt like Zhao Yanzi could do it. He took out the 10,000-year-old 

Black Herbs from his necklace and handed them to Xie Yujia while saying, “I’ve gathered all the 

ingredients. These are the helpers whom I’ve recruited to help. They can make the array formation.” 



“OK…” Xie Yujia took Black Herbs, looked at those cultivators whom she couldn’t see through, and ran 

over to the spiritual field before burying the 10,000-year-old Black Herbs into the soil. 

They now had gathered the ten best spiritual herbs in the world, two more than what was required to 

cultivate the Seven-Core Five-Color Lotus. Now, the Seven-Core Five-Color Lotus was going to be a lot 

better. 

Xie Yujia buried the other seven herbs in order. Then, she mixed the last two herbs in proportion and 

buried them in the center before putting the lotus seed in the center and covering it with soul. 

The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators just watched Xie Yujia work in the spiritual field. None of them 

dared to move. 

They could see the mark on Xie Yujia’s shoulder; it was the mark from Qingfeng Hermit. 

They knew that she was the disciple of Qingfeng Hermit, but they felt that she didn’t have much 

potential in cultivation. 

What was more surprising to them was her physique. They felt that in order for her to reach the Core 

Formation Realm, she must have used up many valuable resources. With the resources that she used, a 

talented cultivator could have reached the Nascent Soul Realm. 

If they knew that Zhao Yanzi and Xie Yujia each ate one of Zhen Yuan Zi’s Immortal Fruit, they would 

probably be extremely jealous. 

Immortal Fruits were holy fruits that even Soul Formation Realm cultivators couldn’t eat! It was such a 

waste to be consumed by a Foundation Establishment Realm cultivator! 

Xie Yujia stepped on the white Ruyi Cloth and went into her cave to get the array blueprint. 

Then, she gave it to the five cultivators by the spiritual field. 

Zhen Congming had left this array formation blueprint here. It was the array formation that was needed 

to initiate the process for growing the Seven-Core Five-Color Lotus. Zhen Congming had been a bit lazy 

and didn’t want to spend much effort when he helped Hao Ren rebuild the grand array formation 

around Ethereal summit. That was why he left a blueprint and told Hao Ren to find Nascent Soul Realm 

cultivators to create it. 

If Hao Ren couldn’t find any Nascent Soul Realm cultivators, then Zhen Congming would help out 

unwillingly. 

Hao Ren did not want to beg Zhen Congming. Also, these five Soul Formation Realm cultivators were 

probably stronger than Zhen Congming and would do a better job. That was why he got them to do it. 

When the five Soul Formation Realm cultivators got the blueprint of the array formation, they gathered 

in a circle and started analyzing it. 

Hao Ren had told them to do something, and they didn’t dare to delay the task for even a second. They 

wanted to build a better relationship with Hao Ren. If possible, they might even get to see Zhen Yuan 

Immortal in the future. The array formation was a lot more complicated than they expected. However, 



since the five Soul Formation Realm cultivators analyzing it together, they were able to figure it out 

rather quickly. 

They cupped their hands and bowed at Hao Ren before each taking one of the five locations in the array. 

Then, each of them shot out a dash of godly light. 

One of the requirements to initiate the array formation was to have at least four Nascent Soul Realm 

cultivators, but Hao Ren had brought five Soul Formation Realm cultivators. It meant that the array 

formation’s power would increase by multiples. 

This increased the success rate of cultivating the Seven Core Colourful Lotus to 100%. 

Boom! From the center of Ethereal Summit, five colorful godly lights rose up to the sky, passing through 

the top of Ethereal Summit’s array formation, and onto Sixth Heaven. 

Since it was helping out Zhen Yuan Immortal’s brother, these five Soul Formation Realm cultivators 

didn’t dare to hold back. They had created a bad impression in Hao Ren’s mind, so they only had this 

opportunity to redeem themselves. 

They did not hope that Hao Ren would give them anything. All they wanted was for Hao Ren not to 

complain about them to Zhen Yuan Zi. 

Hao Ren didn’t intend to give them anything. He even put away that level 10 demonic cores. What they 

were doing now was essentially free labor; it was a mini-punishment for they tried to do. 

The golden shield was still in a corner by itself. When it felt the nature essence in Ethereal Summit, it 

suddenly flew up and covered the sky to block the godly lights. 

If a cultivator had touched the godly lights that had already reached the sky, they would immediately 

die. However, the golden shield was already a supreme spiritual treasure, so this enormous source of 

nature essence was very nourishing for it. 

Most of the godly light converted into nature essence and injected into the spiritual field with the help 

of the array formation. 

The nature essence intensity of the spiritual field was dense, and it continued to increase by multiples. 

Almost all the nature essence on Fifth Heaven came running toward Ethereal Summit. 

When those Nascent Soul Realm cultivators gathered around Ethereal Summit, they saw the five Soul 

Formation Realm cultivators casting their techniques and didn’t even dare to breathe. The nature 

essence on Fifth Heaven was being vacuumed by the Soul Formation Realm cultivators, but the Nascent 

Soul Realm cultivators didn’t dare to utter a word of complaint! 

Whoosh! The golden shield continued to absorb the nature essence, and it seemed like it reached a 

tipping point. Suddenly, the shield spat out all sorts of black matter. 

Hao Ren looked attentively and realized that these black matters were the burned spiritual herbs that 

the golden shield collected from the top of the Origin Dragon Grand Palace. 

The burned ashes of the spiritual herbs fell onto the spiritual fields in Ethereal Summit, piling up to a 

mountain that was over two meters tall! 



One couldn’t find better fertilizers anywhere in the world! 

Chapter 736: The Mystic Crystal Is Close~ 

 

Boom! Boom! 

The godly lights in five colors rushed toward the sky. 

For a moment, the nature essence intensity around Ethereal Summit had already surpassed that of 

Seventh Heaven! 

The cultivators of the three sects near Ethereal Summit hurried to cultivate because they didn’t want to 

let go of this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity! 

The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators were surrounding the spiritual field. They each waved and 

moved both hands, and sweat started to appear on their foreheads. 

To maintain this nature essence concentration array formation, they would need to keep a delicate 

balance of the nature essence within the array formation. Since every one of them gave it all they had 

since they wanted to impress Hao Ren, they had to push themselves very hard even though they were 

Soul Formation Realm cultivator. 

These cultivators were the best cultivators on Seventh Heaven, and they had not been collaborating 

with other cultivators for many years. However, they had to focus all their energy on a highly 

collaborative task this time. 

Such strong energy fluctuation startled the Nascent Soul Realm cultivators on Sixth Heaven. However, 

those cultivators were all shocked and unsure of what to do when they realized that five Soul Formation 

Realm cultivators were maintaining an array formation in Ethereal Summit. 

It was already huge news when a few Nascent Soul Realm cultivators made the array formation for 

Ethereal Summit. This time, it was Soul Formation Realm cultivators who were operating the array 

formation! 

Bam! Zhao Yanzi who was in her blue school uniform flew out of her cave abode on the Purple Green 

Treasure Sword. 

She was in a critical moment and didn’t know if she could break through. Suddenly, she felt that the 

nature essence in the valley was increasing exponentially, so she immediately focused harder on 

cultivation. In the end, she was able to reach top-tier Core Formation Realm successfully! 

The Purple Green Treasure Sword underneath her feet let out a bright blue light, and she also looked 

more energetic than before. 

The weather in the city was getting cold as winter approached, so Zhao Yanzi had already switched into 

her winter uniform which was more athletic compared to her dress uniform. However, the new uniform 

did not diminish how energetic she looked. She was like a blue flower that sprouted through rocks, 

showing off her youth and energy. 



When she saw the five cultivators in the valley, she was a bit shocked. 

“Congratulations to Small Zhumu for successfully reaching a breakthrough!” Lu Linlin and Lu Lili walked 

up with a smile. 

“Yeah! I made a breakthrough!” Zhao Yanzi said happily. 

After reaching top-tier Core Formation Realm, she was able to shoot out five stars from her Big Dipper 

Constellation Scroll. Now, she had just two chapters left to study before she could use the last two 

technique, Kaiyang and Yaoguang. 

The sky was darkening, and Zhao Yanzi was starving since she had cultivated for most of the day. She ran 

inside her cave abode to find something to eat; there was nothing that she could do to help. 

These five Soul Formation Realm cultivators were screaming in agony inside. They had thought that it 

would be an easy task to complete this array formation. Unlike what they expected, this array formation 

was one that required a long time and a lot of effort, and they couldn’t stop once it was started. 

They were Soul Formation Realm cultivators, so they were able to use the nature essence around them 

to reap the best outcomes. However, by using the nature essence from the surroundings, they still had 

to use their own nature essence. Although it took a toll on their bodies, their lifespans wouldn’t 

diminish. 

However, since they were trying their best, they were using a lot of nature essence, and they would still 

need to go into seclusion cultivation for a few years when they return. 

Whoosh! Zhao Yanzi flew out from her cave abode while holding a bunch of snacks. 

“Sister Linlin, Sister Lili, Sister Yujia, come over and eat a bit!” Zhao Yanzi said as she put the food on the 

grass. 

When Xie Yujia heard Zhao Yanzi calling her by her name, she smiled sweetly. 

Hao Ren saw that they had resolved their differences, so he smiled happily. 

“Uncle, you should come over too!” When he heard Zhao Yanzi calling him, Hao Ren’s smile froze. 

Little White was resting in a spot further from them, but it immediately ran over. 

Its belly was hurt by the Mystic Sound Faction’s Soul Formation Realm cultivator’s treasure, and the fur 

on its belly was somewhat burned. However, it was not really wounded. 

It had been eating all sorts of spiritual herbs and elixir pills every day, and those resources gave it a lot of 

benefits. Although it was only a level 5 snow lion, its physique was similar to that of a level 6 snow lion! 

Zhao Yanzi sat on the grass and pulled Hao Ren over to her side. 

She had stored quite a lot of food in the cave. There were all sorts of chips, crackers, dried fruit, canned 

food. 

Hao Ren couldn’t tell whether she was vacationing or cultivating on Fifth Heaven. 



The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators watched them as they sat on the grass and had a picnic, and 

they didn’t feel that great about it. However, Hao Ren was someone of a higher status than them so that 

they couldn’t utter a word of complaint! 

“Hey, Uncles and Aunt! Do you want to eat with us!” Zhao Yanzi waved a bag of chips in the air and 

asked the five Soul Formation Realm cultivators. 

This almost made them spat out blood. They were like kings on Seventh Heaven but were nothing here 

at Ethereal Summit on Fifth Heaven. 

The sky darkened, but the five-colored godly light lit it up. It was like a colorful pillar of light, piercing 

onto Sixth Heaven and Seventh Heaven. 

Regardless of what realms they were at, the cultivators on Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Heaven were able to 

see the light pillar. 

Bam! The Soul Formation Realm cultivators had finally dissolved the black ashes of the spiritual herbs, 

and they had finally stopped at the same time with sweat dripping down their foreheads. 

After half a day of hard work, three small sprouts peaked from the black soil. 

“Master…” The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators put their hands together and bowed; they did that 

before they even wiped the sweat off their foreheads. 

Xie Yujia and Zhao Yanzi had returned to their respective cave abodes to cultivate so that they could 

take advantage of the high nature essence intensity on Ethereal Summit. Hao Ren, on the other hand, 

was sitting cross-legged on a rock in the valley with Lu Linlin and Lu Lili by his side. 

Hao Ren was probably the only cultivators between Fifth Heaven and Seventh Heaven who could make 

Soul Formation Realm cultivators work so hard 

Under the power of the Soul Formation Realm cultivators, the black ashes had all melted into the soil, 

transforming the ten level 6 spiritual herbs around the Seven-Core Five-Color Lotus Seeds into 100,000-

year-old spiritual herbs! 

Since these spiritual herbs went from 10,000-year-old to the equivalent of 100,000-year-old, the effect 

of the Seven-Core Five-Color Lotus was improved by many times. 

If it weren’t for the golden shield that spat out a lot of black ashes, this process would be somewhat 

quicker. According to the original setting of the array formation, it would take only four hours for 

Nascent Soul Realm cultivators. 

Now seeing these Soul Formation Realm cultivators looking at him with anticipation, Hao Ren didn’t 

know what to do. 

He originally wanted the five Soul Formation Realm cultivators to work for free since they attacked him 

on Seventh Heaven. 

Now that he saw these Soul Formation Realm cultivators looking at him like little kids looking at adults, 

he realized that he was only taking advantage of his relatively senior status, If he didn’t give them 

anything in return, it would look bad on him. 



These five Soul Formation Realm cultivators were feeling wronged since they didn’t know that it would 

take so much of their powers to set up this array formation. The golden shield had taken its revenge on 

them by spitting out a bunch of black ashes of spiritual herbs that were 100,000-year-old, and they had 

to use one or two years of their cultivation strength to melt the ashes. 

“Take these two level 10 demonic cores.” 

Hao Ren put his hand into his necklace to try and find something valuable, but he realized that there 

wasn’t anything that was previous. Therefore, he pretended to stay calm and gave them two demonic 

cores. 

Whatever they did to split the two demonic cores amongst five cultivators was their problem, not Hao 

Ren’s. 

“Thank you, Master!” The two Soul Formation Realm cultivators who were standing in front reached out 

for the demonic cores in excitement. 

“He is definitely the brother of Zhen Yuan Immortal. He wouldn’t just have one demonic core! He just 

casually gave us two level 10 demonic cores!” they thought. 

“I don’t want anyone to come and bother Ethereal Summit,” Hao Ren said while showing a solemn face. 

The five Soul Formation Realm cultivators all nodded with respect and stepped on their respective 

treasures, flying away from Ethereal Summit. 

Hao Ren had taken six level 10 demonic cores from the Demon Sea. He gave Little White one and had 

now given two to the Soul Formation Realm cultivators. There were three left, and that was enough. 

Since they did help Hao Ren, Hao Ren repaying them with two demonic cores solved potential conflicts. 

Hao Ren really didn’t care about the demonic cores, but the demonic cores were precious to these Soul 

Formation Realm cultivators. 

Two demonic cores would for sure create huge waves on Seventh Heaven, and maybe the power 

structure on Seventh Heaven would even change because of this! 

The golden shield had spun back to Hao Ren, and it was now full of nature essence. 

Since the Soul Formation Realm cultivators didn’t take it, it could only depend on Hao Ren. 

“Go!” 

Hao Ren shot out a sword energy which hit it on the surface and pushed it back a few meters. 

The golden shield flew into the sky. When it saw Little White who was with the snow lion cubs, it flew 

toward it. 

However, Little White ignored it as well. When the golden shield flew over to the front of Little White, 

Little White would turn around in response. 

Finally, the golden shield flew up into the sky and let out golden lights. All it ever wanted was to be with 

a strong cultivator, but now it was ignored! Even Little White despised it! 



The golden shield let out golden lights and was throwing a tantrum in the sky. Its intelligence was similar 

to that of a little child. 

Puff! 

The golden shield suddenly spat out black blood onto Little White. 

Little White was unable to dodge, and it was covered in black blood. 

Whoosh! The golden shield was very angry, so it charged out of the array formation of Ethereal Summit. 

When Hao Ren saw how the golden shield dashed away suddenly, he was a bit shocked. After some 

more thought, he realized that he couldn’t control or protect the golden shield with his current strength. 

Little White looked up in confusion as well; it didn’t expect the golden shield to leave. 

The array formation had locked in the nature essence, and the powers of the Soul Formation Realm 

cultivators were still lingering around. 

Hao Ren sighed a bit and grabbed Little White before flying toward his cave. 

It was already night on Fifth Heaven. 

They would solidify their realms now and return to land in the morning. 

The Lu sisters looked at each other, and they seemed to have a lot on their minds. They held hands and 

entered their cave together under the bright stars in the sky. 

The Seven-Core Five-Color Lotus Seed was growing slowly. Meanwhile, the other spiritual herbs grew 

rapidly under the nourishment of the black ashes. 

Hao Ren released a layer of sword energies at the gate so that he could quietly cultivate in his cave. 

The night had passed, and the sky was lit up by the Sun. 

Hao Ren exhaled deeply and looked down at Little White which was by his feet. 

“Huh… Damn!” 

Hao Ren suddenly jumped up. 

Little White was no longer curled up by his leg; it was a loli! 

Chapter 737: Transformed Little White~ 

 

“What… What…” 

Hao Ren stared at this delicate loli who was sleeping by his feet. He wondered how she managed to get 

it here. 

She slowly woke up and looked up, starting at Hao Ren intensely with her black eyes. 



From the look of it, she was only a four-year-old loli. Hao Ren grabbed a blanket by his side and covered 

her body to keep her warm. 

“Master…” The loli uttered softly. 

Hao Ren looked at her with surprise. “Are you… Little White?” 

The nature essence in Ethereal Summit was very dense yesterday, and Hao Ren had taken advantage of 

the opportunity to help Little White cultivate because he thought that it wouldn’t be long before Little 

White was able to get to level 6. He spent over two hours on the Transformation Scroll to help Little 

White solidify its realm. 

Last night, no one could have entered Ethereal Summit. There would also be no one who could break 

through Hao Ren’s sword energies that he had put up at the cave entrance. This loli had to be Little 

White! 

Hao Ren couldn’t understand how Little White was able to transform in just one night. 

“Master! I am Little White!” This loli’s eyes were bright, and she snuggled into Hao Ren’s arms and 

hugged him. 

“Little White is a girl! Because Little White is a girl, I liked staying with other sisters!” She immediately 

explained in a childish voice. 

When Hao Ren saw how clingy she was and how soft her voice was, he held her by the neck and threw 

her away softly. 

He knew how Little White was. 

Little White was in the blanket, and she flew in the air before landing on the floor. 

She had soft black hair, and her face was very delicate while her cheeks were plump and pink. She 

looked like Wu Luoxue. 

“Master doesn’t want me anymore…” Little White landed on the ground and started to act like a spoiled 

child by rolling on the floor. 

Hao Ren shivered and thought, “Even when Little White transforms, she is still shameless.” 

He carefully looked at Little White’s realm but couldn’t sense a bit of nature essence or demonic essence 

from her; she was just like a normal little girl. 

Hao Ren suddenly remembered how the golden shield had spit out black blood on Little White before 

leaving. That blood was probably Qiu Niu’s blood which the golden shield had absorbed when they were 

battling in the Nine Dragon Palace. 

Qiu Niu was an ancient ancestral dragon and was the first son of the godly dragon. His blood had more 

nutrition than those metal-elemental dragons added together. 

Little White was sprayed by Qiu Niu’s godly blood and had been nourished by Hao Ren. That was why 

she was able to get above level 6 and suddenly transform. 



She did not show any signs of nature essence or demonic essence. It might be because of her stealth 

ability, or it could be that she didn’t even know that she had transformed. 

Little White saw Hao Ren staring at her, and she kept blinking her eyes at Hao Ren. 

“Change back,” Hao Ren said as he pointed at her. 

Little White blinked her black eyes and stuck her tongue out. 

Hao Ren looked serious. “Stop pretending to be cute!” 

Bam! 

Little White turned back into its puppy form. 

Hao Ren rechecked its realm and discovered that it was a level 6 snow lion! 

From the look of it, Little White had only turned into a level 6 spirit beast from a level 5 spirit beast. Hao 

Ren didn’t know how it transformed! 

Normally, a snow lion’s maximum level was level 6. Also, Qiu Niu’s godly blood perhaps had some 

special effects. 

The golden shield had given Little White a wonderful departing gift by spraying Qiu Niu’s blood all over 

Little White. 

The golden shield had a weird temper but was overall nice to Hao Ren and Little White. 

Hao Ren now realized that he missed the golden shield a bit. If he had held onto it yesterday, it might 

have stayed. 

When Hao Ren was thinking about the golden shield, he saw gold lights flashing outside his cave. 

He looked out and saw the golden shield spinning outside the valley. It had run out of Ethereal Summit 

out of anger but realized that it had nowhere to go after spending one night in the cold on Fifth Heaven. 

That was why it returned. 

Hao Ren shook his head and found it funny. 

The golden shield had passed a Heavenly Tribulation and was a celestial treasure, but it would be hard 

to find another celestial treasure in the world that was lazy and lacks integrity. 

The golden shield let out golden lights because it wanted to attract Hao Ren’s attention. 

Hao Ren pretended not to see the golden shield; he turned to Little White and said, “Turn back!” 

Bam! 

Little White turned into a loli and snuggled in the blanket. 

Hao Ren couldn’t sense any demonic essence or realm from her. 

“Change again! Change again! Change again!” Hao Ren said. 



Little White changed forms continuously. As expected, she only had demonic essence when she was in 

her demon beast form. When she was in her loli form, she had no demonic essence. 

Hao Ren finally understood that Little White’s transformation was a ‘fake transformation’ since she did 

not go through the Heavenly Tribulation to transform. When she transformed into human form, she did 

not have any power. 

This type of transformation was completely different from Zhen Congming’s transformation. 

“Master…” Little White turned into she loli form and said to Hao Ren in a lovely voice. 

Hao Ren shivered as goosebumps appeared on him. Then, he jumped off the stone bed and picked up 

Little White with the blanket. 

He knew very well how shameless and lazy Little White was. Even transforming into a loli could not hide 

her true self. 

The golden shield saw Hao Ren at his cave entrance, and it immediately flew up above the spiritual field 

and turned in circles, pretending that it was protecting the spiritual herbs. 

Hao Ren sighed; he wouldn’t say much since the golden shield had returned. After all, if the golden 

shield wanted to do something for him, it would be quite helpful. 

“Gongzi!” 

The Lu sisters were in their nearby cave. They felt Hao Ren’s aura in the valley, so they rushed out from 

their cave. 

When they saw Hao Ren holding a loli who was wrapped in a blanket, they were a little shocked. Then, 

they saw two white ears sticking out of the loli’s black hair, so they realized that the loli was Little White 

after transformation. They immediately flew over to examine Little White. 

Transforming into the human form without reaching level 10 or going through Heavenly Tribulation was 

quite rare. 

Amongst the demon beasts, only the Heavenly Foxes were known to be able to transform into pretty 

girls before reaching level 10. However, they were extinct. 

Even if they weren’t, Heavenly Foxes would still show signs of demonic essence after they transformed. 

When Little White saw Lu Linlin and Lu Lili, she was a little scared. She probably remembered how the Lu 

sisters threatened to take her apart to make dharma treasures. 

“Good, good…” The Lu sisters patted Little White’s head. 

When the tens of snow lion cubs saw Little White, they all gathered over. 

“Hao Ren! Uncle!” 

Xie Yujia and Zhao Yanzi had cultivated throughout the night. When they felt the change in the valley, 

they came flying over from their caves. 



The Ruyi Cloth that Xie Yujia was standing on was prettier and looked like a fluffy cloud, and the Purple 

Green Treasure Sword that Zhao Yanzi stepped on looked more dashing. 

When they saw the loli in Hao Ren’s arms turning into a snow lion, they were both excited and shocked. 

The golden shield had spun in the sky for a long time, but no one paid attention to it. It only had the 

choice of flying over to Hao Ren slowly. 

After one night, the nature essence intensity in the valley had decreased by a lot compared to when the 

Soul Formation Realm cultivators were setting up the array formation. However, it was still higher than 

the average nature essence intensity of Fifth Heaven and on par with Sixth Heaven. 

With Hao Ren’s status, they could even find a place to settle on Seventh Heaven. However, they had 

gotten used to Ethereal Summit, and Seventh Heaven was rather far from land. Also, Seventh Heaven 

was more disconnected to the outside world, so it would be more inconvenient going in and out. That 

was why Hao Ren didn’t consider moving. 

“Little shield…” Xie Yujia put away her Ruyi Cloth and waved at the golden shield when she saw it flying 

over. 

Finally, someone gave some attention to the golden shield, so it immediately flew into the palm of Xie 

Yujia with gratitude. 

Xie Yujia initiated her Life-Death Notes and used her Ruyi Cloth to wipe the golden shield’s body, and it 

had forgotten about the discontent yesterday entirely and enjoyed Xie Yujia’s rubbing. 

“Little White, you can transform!?” Zhao Yanzi poked Little White’s stomach and asked with 

astonishment. 

Little White was rolling on the grass, and it was unwilling to transform into her loli form. Hao Ren looked 

down and knew that it was just trying to pretend to be cute as usual. 

Unless a demon beast reached the true transformation Realm, it would still be very different from 

humans. Little White was only able to turn into a loli and able to speak some simple sentences. This did 

not mean that she was able to cultivate in her human form. 

However, Little White had reached new heights in her ability to be cute, but that was not effective 

toward Hao Ren. 

If Little White jumped at Hao Ren, the latter would just push her away. 

“We still have school; let’s go back,” Hao Ren said as he pointed at the sky that was already bright. 

Xie Yujia ran toward the spiritual field, and she carefully examined the Seven-Core Five-Color Lotus that 

had sprouted for two centimeters. She looked incredibly satisfied. 

The array formation around the spiritual field enabled it to absorb the nature essence on Fifth Heaven 

and nurture the level 6 spiritual herbs around the Seven-Core Five-Color Lotus and the Seven-Core Five-

Color Lotus itself. 



“It probably still needs a few more days to mature,” Xie Yujia said happily after she ran back to Hao Ren. 

Now that she was at the Core Formation Realm, her elegance improved, and her skin was even 

smoother. 

Hao Ren nodded with a smile; they had done everything to prepare for this moment. They could only 

patiently wait for the Seven-Core Five-Color Lotus to grow. Even if there were no array formation 

protecting Ethereal Summit, no one would dare to trespass. 

“Little shield!” Hao Ren shouted. 

The golden shield flew up from Xie Yujia’s hand and got in front of Hao Ren. 

Hao Ren jumped up and stood on top of the golden shield. Hao Ren now knew that Little White was 

female, so he felt like he shouldn’t ‘bully’ her or sit on her back even though her appearance couldn’t 

trick him. 

Little White knew what she should do. She transformed into her large snow lion form and moved to 

carry Xie Yujia, Zhao Yanzi, and the Lu sisters on its back. 

She was still Hao Ren’s spirit beast; transforming into a loli was only one of her abilities. Only when she 

passed the Heavenly Tribulation could she really reach the Transformation Realm and have real 

intelligence. 

“You guys go back first! I’m going to go to the Dragon God Shrine for a bit!” 

Hao Ren lightly tapped the golden shield, and they separated with Little White an the girls after flying 

out of Fifth Heaven. 

Chapter 738: The Cultivation Library 

 

The golden shield carried Hao Ren to the Dragon God Shrine, drawing out a golden line in the sky on its 

way. It had absorbed every ounce of godly light that was shot out by the five Soul Formation Realm 

cultivators. 

It had reached its maximum unless it went through another Heavenly Tribulation. If it did that, it would 

become a Nature Godly Treasure. 

Compared to the Ancient Godly Items, the Nature Spiritual Treasures, Nature Celestial Treasures, and 

Nature Godly Treasures were all treasures that had cultivated on their own. All these treasures had been 

through Heavenly Tribulation, maybe once, twice, or three times. 

Ancient Godly Items were synchronized with nature and were the ultimate treasures. Just like how no 

one could own the world, no one could truly become the owner of an Ancient Godly Item. 

That was why the best treasure that a cultivator could have was a treasure that had been through 

Heavenly Tribulation three times. However, there was only one such treasure, and it was in the Dragon 

God Shrine. 



Hao Ren had never seen this godly treasure, so he didn’t know how powerful it was. In the world of 

cultivation, being the oldest didn’t mean it was the most powerful. Disciples may one day defeat their 

masters, so it was hard to tell the real strengths between treasures. 

There were ten Ancient Godly Items in the Nine Dragon Palace, but there was only one Nature Godly 

Treasure in this world. 

That godly treasure in the Dragon God Shrine might not be weaker than the Ancient Godly Items. 

However, the godly treasure was newer and thus of a younger status than the Ancient Godly Items. 

While Hao Ren thought about all that, the golden shield arrived at the Dragon God Shrine. 

The Dragon God Shrine was made of black stones, and it was like a miniature version of the Origin 

Dragon Grand Palace. It was a huge square with a pointed tower on the top. 

Hao Ren jumped onto the platform which the Dragon God Shrine was on and showed his inspector’s 

token before going in. The golden shield floated on Hao Ren’s right side; it was more tamed in the 

Dragon God Shrine. 

The administrative duties of East Ocean City were left to Su Han to deal with. Hao Ren was only a 

regional inspector by name, and his main responsibility was to keep an eye on the young cultivators 

there, something that Su Han didn’t like doing. 

The Dragon God Shrine had a high nature essence intensity. When one looked up to the high ceiling, 

they would sense the power and authority of this place. 

The stairs swirled up to the ceiling, and along each floor were different rooms and hallways in all 

directions. 

The cultivators were not allowed to fly in the Dragon God Shrine regardless of what level they were at. 

They had to also wear their inspector silk robe and walked around. 

When Hao Ren first came into the Dragon God Shrine, he was stunned by the scene. 

With Hao Ren’s level 4 status, the only place that he couldn’t access was the top floor which was the 

area specifically for the Deputy Shrine Masters and Shrine Master. Other than that, he could walk freely 

in the Dragon God Shrine. 

Hao Ren went to the East Ocean City’s inspector room to rest and change into his black robe. 

Su Han was still in the Demon Sea. There were still a few sets of Su Han’s clothes in the bedroom. 

Hao Ren sat on the cold jade bed to relax a bit. Then, he cultivated using the Light Splitting Sword 

Shadow Scroll for ten circulations. After that, he practiced the Mystic Water Sword Techniques in his 

mind once. 

The cold jade bed was extremely chilly, so one needed to be cultivating to keep warm while sitting on it. 

However, due to the coldness, one’s cultivation strength would increase faster. 

However, Hao Ren still thought that this cold jade bed was better suited for Su Han’s cultivation 

technique. 



Buzz! Hao Ren retrieved all the sword energies in the room and left. 

He had come to the Dragon God Shrine this time because he wanted to search up some techniques to 

supplement the Mystic Water Sword Techniques. He had been practicing it last night but still couldn’t 

figure some of the variations out. 

When Zhao Haoran first got this set of sword techniques, he probably spent a lot of time on 

understanding it. However, since everyone’s learning capabilities were different, what Zhao Haoran 

comprehended was not necessarily right. That was why when he gave this set of sword techniques to 

Hao Ren, he didn’t give any reference materials. 

Also, Hao Ren had to prepare to plant the mystic crystal in his dragon core. The Dragon God Shrine was 

the central management office for the Dragon Tribe, so there were many Qian-level and Kun-level 

dragon cultivators working there. Therefore, there should be more resources regarding mystic crystals. 

The golden shield had now shrunk to the size of a button, sticking onto Hao Ren’s collar. Hao Ren looked 

quite sharp with the golden accessory on his black robe. 

There were different lounges for different leveled inspectors. 

In these lounges were some recent journals and news, and there were also comfortable seats, creating a 

cozy environment. The inspectors could chat with each other and get up-to-date. 

The Dragon God Shrine’s library was on the third floor, and only those on and above level 2 were 

allowed in. 

Some cultivation techniques required contribution points to purchase while general information was 

free to read. 

Dragon cultivators fought very hard to become an inspector, and one reason was that there were all 

sorts of resources which they could use; even some of the larger dragon clans didn’t have such an 

extensive library. These free cultivation materials were already fantastic to them, let alone the 

techniques that had to be purchased by contribution points; they were better than almost all the 

cultivation techniques stored at the various dragon palaces. 

Right now, Hao Ren wasn’t searching for a specific cultivation technique, so he didn’t need contribution 

points to read up on the basic sword techniques. Also, he wanted to get more information on planting 

the mystic crystal. 

Buzz! 

The gate of the library on the third-floor sensed Hao Ren’s token by his waist, and it opened 

automatically. 

The library was enormous with black stones covering all sides. It was a closed-off environment, and the 

bookshelves were so large that it went up all the way to the ceiling of the Dragon God Shrine. Since it 

was so tall, one wouldn’t feel suppressed in it. The black stones also reflected light, so the library was 

well-lit. 

Inspectors in black robes walked around the room; everyone was very prudent and careful not to make 

noise. 



Hao Ren had been to the Dragon God Shrine and had passed by the library, yet this was his first time in 

here since he didn’t have time before. 

The Dragon God Shrine had a square base and a tower on top, making the base was larger than the top. 

The library occupied a lot of space on the third floor, so there was a lot of resources stored here. 

As long as one got promoted to level 2 inspector, they would immediately have access to the immense 

library. This was the main reason why level 1 inspectors tended to actively complete missions. 

There were dozens of level 2 inspectors in black robes at the gate. When they saw the four-claw golden 

dragon embroidered on Hao Ren’s black robe, they all moved aside and created a path for him to go 

through. 

The library was circular and wrapped around the central staircase, but not every area was accessible to 

everyone. Just like how there were different access clearance in the Dragon God Shrine, there were 

some areas in the library that were accessible to higher ranking inspectors. 

Hao Ren walked through a light blue array formation and entered the level 3 inspector zone. When the 

level 3 inspectors saw Hao Ren, they also cleared out a path. 

Then, Hao Ren went through a light red array formation to enter the level 4 inspector area. This area 

was not big, and there were only two inspectors there. 

Without a doubt, the materials in the level 4 area were rarer and more confidential than that of level 3 

and level 2 areas. 

Hao Ren didn’t pay attention to the stares of the other two level 4 inspectors. He just minded his own 

business and took out six books on sword techniques before sitting down in a chair by the wall and 

reading. 

These few books all talked about advanced theories of sword techniques. Hao Ren had practiced the 

Mystic Water Sword Techniques, so he understood these books quickly. Even Su Han wasn’t as good as 

him if it were strictly talking about sword comprehension. 

In fact, the Light Splitting Sword Shadow Scroll was also a sword technique. It was more advanced than 

single-sword technique and dual-sword techniques; it was a 10,000-sword technique. 

Hao Ren was only lacking a firm foundation. He was like someone who knew martial arts but never went 

through structural training. That was why he needed to think through his techniques and sort them out 

in order. 

Suddenly, Hao Ren seemed to have solved the problems that were preventing him from fully 

comprehending the Mystic Water Sword Techniques. 

The two level 4 inspectors who were reading sensed a cold breeze appear behind Hao Ren as if an 

ordinary martial arts master opened his Ren and Du Meridians. Nature essence started to come out of 

Hao Ren’s back rapidly. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Sword energies flew in the air. 

The two level 4 inspectors couldn’t even follow the sword energies that were flying around. 



“What in the world is this sword technique?” they thought. 

They couldn’t sense a large amount of nature essence, but sword energies were flying in all directions. 

The sword energies did not contain any nature essence, but Hao Ren felt the immense amount of nature 

essence in his body. 

When Hao Ren practiced the 12th strike of the Mystic Water Sword Techniques, he was able to reach 

the level of internal movements and external tranquility with the nature essence in his body! However, 

no matter how hard Hao Ren tried, he couldn’t use the 13th strike. 

Bam! 

Suddenly, the sword energies shattered in the air. 

The nature essence inside Hao Ren was boiling and spreading throughout his body. It seemed like steam 

was coming out of the openings in his dragon core. 

Hao Ren was able to feel the changes in his body, and this was what the other two Qian-level inspectors 

weren’t able to detect. 

“If I have the mystic crystal and can use the Mystic Water Sword Techniques to activate my dragon core 

continuously, I should be able to break through.” Hao Ren thought as he carefully calculated what to do 

before he put back the books on sword techniques onto the shelf. 

After that, he took out books on the mystic crystals. 

When the two inspectors saw Hao Ren reading about mystic crystals, they were shocked since they 

didn’t expect Hao Ren not to have a mystic crystal even though he was already at mid-tier Xun-level! 

There were five layers of array formation in the library, level 1, level 2, level 3, level 4, and shrine 

masters. If Hao Ren went over by two more shelves, he would reach a black array formation which 

would stop him. 

The area in the black array formation was restricted to the Deputy Shrine Masters and the Shrine 

Master. 

Hao Ren stared at the black array formation and thought for a few seconds. Then, he walked over to his 

chair to read the books on mystic crystals, but the black array formation suddenly moved. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! The Dragon God Shrine suddenly shook violently. 

The other two level 4 inspectors looked at each other with terror in their eyes. 

Whoosh! 

A figure that had golden lights flashing around him flew out of the library and dashed through the black 

array formation. 

Chapter 739: You Want to Catch Me?! 

 



“Sh*t! There are more traps!” 

The golden figure suddenly cursed when he dashed out of the black array formation. 

The two level 4 inspectors didn’t expect someone to pop out from the area that was restricted to the 

Deputy Shrine Masters and the Shrine Master. They didn’t dare to stop whoever or whatever it was. 

Hao Ren was shocked for a bit but quickly realized that it was Zhen Congming. 

While Hao Ren was in shock, Zhen Congming came charging through the two layers of array formations 

and out toward the library gate. There was a golden light shining on him. 

The third-floor library of the Dragon God Shrine was a closed-off space. Not only did one have to cross 

the array formations, but there were also defensive array formations and black stones that blocked off 

pathways. Even Qian-level and Kun-level cultivators couldn’t get through this library in other ways. 

Buzz! 

The translucent white array formation at the library gate lit up, and Zhen Congming who was wrapped in 

a golden light ran into it and got knocked back by the array formation. 

The array formation suddenly intensified, and the level 2 inspectors who were by the gate were pushed 

back dozens of steps. 

Zhen Congming was holding more than a dozen books in his hands, and they all fell to the ground. 

“Stealing techniques?!” 

Hao Ren ran over. When he saw the fallen books by Zhen Congming, he was extremely shocked. 

Zhen Congming had used some methods to break through the array formations and made himself 

invisible to get into the library area where only the Deputy Shrine Masters and the Shrine Master were 

allowed in. However, when he was stealing the techniques, he triggered a trap so that he could only try 

to escape with the technique scrolls; he didn’t even have time to put the books into his storage space. 

Bam! 

A strong surge of pressure came down from the top of the Dragon God Shrine. 

The level 2 and level 3 inspectors who were of lower realms almost couldn’t stand straight because of 

the pressure. 

Hao Ren raised a sword formation to prevent himself from falling to the ground. 

Zhen Congming was only at Zhen-level, so there was no way that he could withstand this kind of 

pressure. However, he clenched his teeth and grabbed a book beside him which had a yellow cover. 

Then, he took out a black cape and used it to cover the golden light on his body. 

“Hmph! You want to catch me? Not so easy!” 

Zhen Congming took out a conch-shaped dharma treasure to break the array formation at the gate of 

the library. Under the watch of many inspectors, he ran out of the third-floor library. 



Hao Ren thought that things would go very wrong, so he ran out of the library. As soon as he exited the 

library, he saw Zhen Congming flying down the central staircases of the Dragon God Shrine like crazy. 

In this Dragon God Shrine, normal treasures wouldn’t work, especially the flight dharma treasures. 

Even Zhen Congming couldn’t break through the enormous array formation that was covering the 

Dragon God Shrine. 

Hao Ren didn’t expect Zhen Congming to come to the Dragon God Shrine to steal. He was also 

impressed by how this kid was able to get through all the layers of array formations and get into the 

highly restrictive area in which only the Deputy Shrine Masters and the Shrine Master had access to. 

Just when Zhen Congming reached the lobby and was about to fly out of the Dragon God Shrine, the 

elder who was in the small room that was in charge of registration came out and blocked him. 

Although the elder only showed the realm of Zhen-level, he was still very fast! 

Zhen Congming jumped up. Just when his right foot was about to be grabbed by this elder, he stepped 

onto the latter’s shoulder and leaped toward the gate of the shrine like an agile bunny. 

Bam! 

Zhen Congming saw a light when he came out of the east gate of the Dragon God Shrine. 

All sorts of bottles fell when he was flying out. From the look of it, he had stolen quite a lot from the 

Dragon God Shrine! 

Boom! A figure appeared at the west gate of the Dragon God Shrine. 

Yue Zilong! 

He dashed past the Dragon God Shrine and punched Zhen Congming in the back. Such speed and power 

even created waves on the big array formation that was protecting the floating platform. 

Zhen Congming was flying out of the Dragon God Shrine while staggering. Then, he got out a black disk 

before stepping on it quickly. In a split second, he was able to create a half transparent energy sphere. 

By borrowing Yue Zilong’s power, he was able to fly for a very far distance in seconds. 

Not only was Zhen Congming not hurt by Yue Zilong’s punch, but he was able to use the blow to his 

advantage and escape from the Dragon God Shrine! Zhen Congming went flying like a kite on the black 

disk with an energy sphere protecting himself. 

No wonder he was famous on and above Fifth Heaven and known to be the kid thief. Even under the 

attack of Yue Zilong, a Qian-level cultivator, Zhen Congming was able to escape with energy to spare! 

“Humph!” 

Yue Zilong flipped in the air and landed onto the platform heavily. 

Bam! The large platform that was floating in the air shook, and all the arenas around the Dragon God 

Shrine collapsed. These arenas were supposedly very strong. 

Also, the rooms where Hao Ren had once taken his written exam was now a junkyard as well. 



Yue Zilong was at peak Qian-level, and he was mad. His stomp was able to shake mountains and rivers, 

and that also applied to the array formation which kept this floating Dragon God Shrine in the sky! 

Zhen Congming had flown away, but he couldn’t stand straight and fell from the disk. 

Yue Zilong suddenly jumped up and charged at Zhen Congming like a bullet. 

“How dare you try to stop me!” Zhen Congming was also a bit angry, so he threw out a few balls. 

These balls exploded in the sky. Even though Yue Zilong had a tough body, he was still blasted a few 

hundred meters away. 

All the inspectors of the Dragon God Shrine opened their eyes widely due to shock. 

Hao Ren had run out the gate of the Dragon God Shrine. He was prepared to go and help Zhen 

Congming, but Zhen Congming had thrown something to him. 

Hao Ren caught it with one hand. Then, he looked down to examine it and realized that it was the 

mission booklet of the Dragon God Shrine. 

Yue Zilong had been blasted away by a few extremely powerful Heavenly Lightning Balls. His clothes 

were torn, but Yue Zilong himself looked untouched. He clasped his hands together and charged at Zhen 

Congming with a fist punch. 

Hao Ren suddenly blocked Yue Zilong with his sword energies; he didn’t know that Yue Zilong would be 

this ruthless when he attacked. 

However, Yue Zilong was powerful, so he destroyed Hao Ren’s sword energies in the sky. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Two other cultivators came flying out of the Dragon God Shrine. 

Peak Qian-level! 

There were now three peak Qian-level Deputy Shrine Masters who were trying to catch Zhen Congming! 

Zhen Congming took out a bronze mirror from his pocket. All of a sudden, the sky was lit up with 

different lights. 

He tightly held a book called ‘Demon Transformation Scroll’ in his hand. This was a cultivation technique 

for demon beasts and was stored in the very back of the Dragon God Shrine’s library. 

For ordinary mortals, the five-elemental cultivation was their way of cultivating, and the highest realm 

that they could reach was the Soul Formation Realm. However, some evil cultivators and demon 

cultivators could make mortals become one of them. 

The book that Zhen Congming stole was one that could make humans learn the demon techniques! 

He had also stolen a lot of elixir pills from the Dragon God Shrine. Amongst what he took was an 

ultimate secret pill called the Demon Transformation Pill! 

The colorful lights shot out of the bronze mirror, and they stopped the three peak Qian-level cultivators 

from getting close! 



Qiu Niu had given this treasure to Zhen Congming. Unless he was in a very dangerous position, he would 

not use it. 

Zhen Congming wanted to slip in and then slip out secretly. He was stealing these things so that he could 

trick Wu Luoxue into cultivating this. His plan didn’t go as smooth; the moment that he got the 

technique, he had triggered a trap in the Dragon God Shrine. 

Bam! A black light was shot down from the top of the Dragon God Shrine. 

The black light was able to break through the colorful lights of the bronze mirror, and then it struck the 

bronze mirror, breaking it into four pieces. 

The three peak Qian-level Deputy Shrine Masters instantly threw out three ropes to tie up Zhen 

Congming. 

“None of you in the Dragon God Shrine are good people!” Zhen Congming shouted. 

Hao Ren looked down at the mission booklet and saw the latest mission, [Hao Zhonghua, a mortal 

scientist, had published information about dragon scales, which is confidential information to the 

Dragon Tribe. There is a need to it cover up. Supplementary information: kill if necessary.] 

The person who took this mission was Qin Shaoyang! 

Chapter 740: Severe Offense! 

 

Whoosh! A chilliness overtook Hao Ren. 

He ignored the fact that Zhen Congming was being caught right now. He threw the mission booklet to 

the side and started to accumulate power. 

Hao Ren left two distinguishable footprints on the firm obsidian stairs when he blasted off into the air 

with his sword energies! 

Then, Hao Ren ripped off the golden shield pin from his collar, and the golden shield immediately turned 

back into its normal size, allowing Hao Ren to stand on top of it. 

All the nature essence within Hao Ren’s body was infused into the golden shield. If the golden shield 

didn’t obey him right now, Hao Ren would punish it hard! 

He didn’t know that his dad had found a dragon scale, nor did he think that his dad would publish the 

findings this quick! 

The Dragon God Shrine was the central management organization of the Dragon Tribe. There was no 

reason to think that the Dragon God Shrine did not know that Hao Zhonghua was Hao Ren’s father. If 

they sent out such a mission, then… It was the first time that Hao Ren got so mad after he started 

cultivating! 

The golden shield flew toward East Ocean City with the traveling speed of the Soul Formation Realm. 



The Kunlun Mountain was not far away from the Dragon God Shrine. If it were in the past, Hao Ren 

would have taken another route, but he did not have time to do that now! 

He flew directly into the territory of the Kunlun Mountain! 

“Who dares to trespass in Kunlun!” a crisp voice sounded from the mountain, and more than a dozen 

female cultivators in white flew out of the mist on flying swords. 

Hao Ren sent out his sword energies and blocked them. 

The golden shield passed through the restricted territory of the center of the Kunlun Mountain. There 

should be Soul Formation Realm cultivators, but none came out now. 

Near the edge of the Kunlun Mountain’s territory, dozens of cultivators formed a fence when they got 

the news of the trespasser. 

In this Kunlun Mountain, there were only female cultivators and Soul Formation Realm cultivators! 

Five Tigers Sheep Flock Array Formation! 

Hao Ren attacked them and created a hole in their formation 

The female cultivators shouted, but Hao Ren ignored them and continued forward. 

The female cultivators attacked Hao Ren with all sorts of swords, but they all landed behind Hao Ren 

because he was traveling so fast! 

Now, Hao Ren realized that there was no Soul Formation Realm cultivators in the Kunlun Mountain right 

now, so it would be the best time to barge in. However, Hao Ren was in no mood to do such a thing right 

now! 

Hao Ren flew away as those female disciples watched. 

He was willing to kill anyone who dared to stop him now. 

Even though the golden shield was traveling at the speed of Soul Formation Realm, Hao Ren still thought 

that it was too slow. 

Qin Shaoyang and Hao Ren were enemies, so he had obviously accepted this mission to hurt Hao Ren! 

Hao Ren would not let him do that! 

If Qin Shaoyang were to hurt his family, he would kill him! 

Whoosh! 

The golden shield charged into East Ocean City. 

Hao Ren patted the inspector’s token on his waist and was shocked to find that the functions of his 

token weren’t restricted. 

It was probably because the Dragon God Shrine was still busy dealing with Zhen Congming. 



This token could be used to search other inspectors in the area. Very soon, Hao Ren was able to lock 

onto the location of his home by the sea 

“Go!” 

Hao Ren stomped hard on the golden shield, and they flew toward the sea rapidly. 

It was already 6 PM, so his parents would be home by now if they didn’t work overtime. 

Right now, Hao Ren hoped that they were home instead of at their workplaces. 

From afar, Hao Ren saw Qin Shaoyang up in the sky above his home on the golden weaving shuttle. 

Since Hao Ren charged out of the Dragon God Shrine, he was still wearing the inspector’s black robe and 

had the level 4 inspector’s token by his waist. 

Qin Shaoyang looked shocked when he saw Hao Ren, mainly because he didn’t think that Hao Ren would 

appear in this outfit. 

He gently bowed and was about to greet Hao Ren, but the latter was already attacking him with sword 

energies. 

When Hao Ren saw Qin Shaoyang there, he was a bit relieved since it showed that Qin Shaoyang had not 

attacked his parents yet. 

If he came back a bit later or was caught up in the Dragon God Shrine, Qin Shaoyang might have killed 

his parents already. 

“You…” 

Qin Shaoyang didn’t expect Hao Ren to attack him suddenly. However, he was able to react quickly and 

use his golden weaving shuttle to create a wall to block off Hao Ren’s sword energies. 

When Hao Ren saw that Qin Shaoyang’s nature essence was golden, he knew that Qin Shaoyang’s realm 

was far inferior compared to Su Han’s. That was why Hao Ren immediately focused on shooting out 

sword energies. 

“You think you’re so great because you’re a level 4 inspector?” Qin Shaoyang looked a bit ferocious as 

he unleashed his mid-tier Kan-level power. 

When he last saw Hao Ren, the latter was only at Dui-level. However, Hao Ren was at mid-tier Xun-level 

already! 

Qin Shaoyang was shocked by this rapid cultivation speed. 

Now that Hao Ren’s dad was about to reveal the secret of the Dragon Tribe, it was the best opportunity 

to attack Hao Ren. As long as Hao Ren went against the Dragon God Shrine, then he would lose his 

inspector status. Then, Qin Shaoyang would no longer need to fear Hao Ren. 

From how Qin Shaoyang saw it, he would have had a chance with Su Han if it weren’t for Hao Ren! 

He might even have the chance to become a level 4 inspector after the completion of this mission! 



Also, Hao Ren had conflicts with the metal-elemental dragon clan. If Qin Shaoyang were able to defeat 

Hao Ren, he would become a hero amongst the metal-elemental dragons! 

Qin Shaoyang had calculated the pros and cons of fighting Hao Ren in his head, and he quickly concluded 

that there were a lot more benefits to him! He no longer hesitated in his attacks! 

Hao Ren’s dad’s research was threatening to the Dragon Tribe, so even Su Han couldn’t help him! 

If there weren’t an array formation around Hao Ren’s home where even Kun-level cultivators couldn’t 

get in, Qin Shaoyang would have gone in long ago to catch Hao Zhonghua! 

He didn’t care if Hao Ren were an inspector or not. If anyone was stopping an inspector from completing 

his mission, that person was an enemy of the Dragon God Shrine! 

“How naïve of you to want to fight me, a Kun-level cultivator, when you’re only at Xun-level?” Qin 

Shaoyang squinted his eyes as he smirked. He had hit Hao Ren with his Golden Shuttle. The Golden 

Shuttle split into twos. 

“Golden shield!” 

Hao Ren kicked the golden shield. 

The golden shield let out a bright light that made Qin Shaoyang couldn’t open his eyes. 

“This is the Heaven-Reaching Shield…!” Qin Shaoyang suddenly reacted and realized that this flying 

treasure under Hao Ren’s feet was actually his uncle-master’s Heaven-Reaching Shield! 

It was dusk, and the sky was suddenly lit into a golden color. 

Grandma came out of the house and looked up into the beautiful sky. 

Yue Yang and Hao Zhonghua followed Grandma out into the yard to look up into the sky. 

It was supposed to be dusk, but the sky was suddenly lit up. The fluffy clouds in the sky looked like they 

were shining dragons. 

When Qin Shaoyang saw Hao Ren’s parents coming out, he used one of his golden weaving shuttles to 

strike toward them in the garden. 

“How dare you!” Hao Ren fought hard with his sword formation. 

No matter what happens, Hao Ren’s family was the most important thing to him. If Qin Shaoyang dared 

to attack his family, Hao Ren would show no mercy! 

Five-elemental lightning bolt! Mystic Water Sword Techniques! 

Hao Ren dashed forward and pierced toward Qin Shaoyang. 

Martial arts cultivation, physique cultivation, sword cultivation, essence cultivation, and lightning 

cultivation all merged into one! 

The Mystic Water Sword Techniques were the martial arts cultivation, controlling sword energies was 

sword cultivation, tempering his body with the heavenly lightning bolts was physique cultivation, his 



five-elemental cultivation technique was essence cultivation, and striking his body with lightning bolts 

was lightning cultivation! 

This attack shook the world! 

Qin Shaoyang saw the colorful energy sword flying toward himself, and he felt like it was impossible to 

dodge due to how great the sword technique was! 

This energy sword had purple lightning energy buzzing on its surface. The tip of the colorful sword was 

buzzing and could instantly split into sword energies to form an invincible sword array formation! 

Qin Shaoyang was paralyzed and did not know how to defend himself. 

Bam! 

Hao Ren’s colorful sword pierced through Qin Shaoyang’s golden weaving shuttle and then through his 

chest! 

The other golden weaving shuttle that was shot toward the garden hit the array formation on top of the 

house, and it created a small crack. Since Qin Shaoyang was defeated, the golden weaving shuttle 

quickly fell to the ground and lost its power. 

Hao Ren shot one sword energy toward the golden weaving shuttle and shattered it. This colorful sword 

energy was made from all five elements and was as powerful as the lightning bolts! 

The golden weaving shuttle was Qin Shaoyang’s natal dharma treasure. Hao Ren had pierced through his 

chest with the colorful energy sword and destroyed his dharma treasure with another sword energy. 

Qin Shaoyang spat out blood. 

He was at Kun-level but was defeated by Hao Ren who was only at Xun-level within two strikes! 

It was the first time that Hao Ren showed off his powers after leaving the Nine Dragon Palace! He didn’t 

withhold any power and directly slashed Qin Shaoyang! 

If Qin Shaoyang had attacked Hao Ren directly, Hao Ren might have gone a bit lighter on him! However, 

Qin Shaoyang chose to pick on his family, and Hao Ren would never let him off the hook easily! 

Qin Shaoyang was at Kun-level, but he was so easily defeated! 

Bam! A grey light beam blasted at Hao Ren and knocked him back for 100 meters. 

Yue Zilong was flying over. When Hao Ren saw him, Yue Zilong was already in front of Hao Ren and had 

destroyed the array formation around the house. 

This array formation was set up by Lady Zhen who used the Five-Color Rocks, and it was capable of 

defending against attacks from Soul Formation Realm cultivators. However, it was quickly destroyed by 

Yue Zilong’s punch! 

A huge sea wave rushed toward the beach due to this punch. 

Hao Ren clenched his teeth and held up his sword before attacking Yue Zilong. 



Puff! Qin Shaoyang was washed into the sea. After receiving that attack, he would be lucky to live, but 

he would lose all his cultivation. 

The power of the five elements would only destroy the meridians in the body, but the hundun lightning 

energy which Hao Ren had was equivalent to heavenly lightning bolts and was detrimental to 

cultivators. 

“You really did betray the Dragon God Shrine!” Yue Zilong was very angry. He was in the zone, and his 

body was so firm that nothing could pierce through. 

Hao Ren felt a pressure gushing toward him, so he used his five-elemental energy sword to cut through 

Yue Zilong’s aura and used the Mystic Water Sword Techniques to attack Yue Zilong. 

Yue Zilong caught Hao Ren’s sword with both hands, but this sword was made of sword energies, so it 

immediately shattered into millions of small sword energy fragments. 

“It’s a serious offense to injure or kill an inspector!” 

Yue Zilong’s glasses shattered, revealing the sharp lights that were shooting out of his eyes. 

He clasped both hands together, and Hao Ren’s thousands of sword energies were out of control. 

Then, Yue Zilong shattered them all! 

Hao Ren felt like his body was exploding from the inside. 

It was the first time that someone was able to destroy all of Hao Ren’s sword energies and catch him! 

“Go back!” 

Yue Zilong grabbed onto Hao Ren’s collar and quickly flew toward the Dragon God Shrine like a 

cannonball. 

The golden shield spun in the same spot for a few seconds before flying toward East Ocean University. 

 


